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Introduction 

Outline of Practicum 

This Practicurn undertaken at New Directions for Children, Youth and Families was based 

on a plan for the integration of Structural and Strategic Family Therapy components. The 

integration occurred in utilizing the two approaches concurrently. The first phase involved dealing 

with the family through a structural approach - joining, accommodation, testing boundaries and 

restructuring (Stanton, 198 1 ). 

The second phase based on a guideline fiom Stanton (1981) is "to switch to a predominantly 

strategic approach when structural techniques either are not succeeding or are unlikely to succeeci" 

(p. 43 1). The utilization of Strategic at this juncture is planned to move the family fiom a position 

of being "stuck." A hallmark of the Strategic approach is to bypass resistance. Strategic concepts 

were used as a guide for helping the client move toward the therapeutic goals. 

Components of Structural and Strategic Family Therapy have been applied concurrently to 

this practice with families at New Directions to produce a working model, which demonstrates the 

adaptability in the integration of Structural and Strategic Farnily Therapy. 

Summary of Learning Goals 

In reviewing my leming goals as described in the practicurn proposal, 1 took into account 

my previous work experience. New Directions for Children, Youth and Families reflected the 

population of my previous ten years of work experience. This work experience consisted of 

providing counselling to low-income families w ihh  the city. New Directions for Children, Youth 

and Families had a large pool of clients who were available and some of these clients could be 
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defined as low-income farnilies. 

Receiving supervision within the agency assisted in beginning the organizing of information 

acquired through ten years of practical experience as a social worker within an urban setting. This 

organization of previous work experience was guided by an integration of the theoretical fiameworks 

of Structural and Strategic Family Therapy. 

Thc supervision provided at New Directions for Children, Youth and Farnilies has provided 

a guide to relevant, current literature, M e r  enhancing previous practical experience in counselling. 

The structured leaming environrnent at New Directions offered the opportunity to build on therapy 

skills resulting in improved effective family therapy to low income farnilies. 

Skill development in Structural and Strategic therapies has been accomplished through 

supervision and through practicum sessions with farnilies. Supervision as provided by the agency 

included discussions and conversations with a view CO integration of the cornponents of the 

Structural and Strategic family therapies as applied to practice with selected clients within the New 

Directions agency. 

The practicum environrnent encouraged learning which was facilited through case study 

discussions with the addition of viewing of family sessions to build on tenets of Structural and 

Strategic therapies. This supervision included didogue with the agency supervisor providing 

guidance toward the workable integration of Structurai and Strategic Family Therapy. 

These goals were met through the plan put forth at the beginning of practicum. That plan 

involved working within an agency which offers direct family therapy services to low income 

families within the city of Winnipeg. [n addition, the agency provided an opportunity to offer 

support to low income families as they deal with conflict with larger systems. Supervision was 
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provided with a view to organize information and to define practicum interventions within the 

parameters of an integration of Structural and Strategic theoreticai h e w o r k s .  The agency 

provided an opportunity to work toward acquiring new skiiis in family therapy, through experientiai 

learning and hands on interventions based on Structurai and Strategic theoreticai concepts. 



CHAPTER ONE 

This chapter will examine Structural and Strategic Family Therapy. A brief history of the 

development of the theoretical frameworks of Structural and Strategic farnily therapy will be 

presented. The integration of structural elements which include boundaries, subsystems, structure, 

alignrnents, coalitions, hierarchy, and life transitions are joined with strategic elements which 

include life cycle, sequences, and triads. Tbese elernents are viewed in the context of the definition 

of dysfunctional families, therapcutic goals and the role of the thenpist within a fmily  systerns 

frainework. These two therapies are shown to be compatible at an operational level, as presented by 

Stanton (1 98 1) who states "no existent theory entirely encompasses both modes adequately" (p.427). 

In the case of in tegration of Structural and Strategic theory will need to catch up to practice. 

STRUCTURAL FAMILY THERAPY 

During the 1960s same psychotherapists were rejecting psychoanalysis and exploring 

alternative therapies, as a result of changing definitions regding inclusion of families in therapy 

and the introduction of cybernetics and systerns theory. Structural FarniIy Therapy evolved as part 

of this shift in perspective fiom an individual focus to arelational focus. Structurai FamiIy Therapy 

was developed predorninantly by Salvador Minuchin, although therapists mch as Haley, Jackson and 

Bateson were alsa influential. 

Jackson abandoned the use of psychoanalytic techniques, and begm to focus on the 

interchange between people, thereby treating patients in families rather than eliminitting the family 
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from treatment. Jackson's (1957) concept of family homeostasis, (families as units that resist 

change), had a profound impact on the family therapy field. He introduced concepts such as 

complementarity and rules, which became the language of the systems oriented family therapy. 

Bateson's (1956) influence was on the view of the family system as a whole, especially the double 

bind theory and communications theory. Minuchin (1967) felt that Bateson's view of the fmily as 

a whole, meant that the individual became lost and that it did not take into account the power 

dynamics and expectations in the family. Minuchin developed a clear perspective which included 

a greater emphasis on developmental issues, a view of a syrnptom as complementary to the system, 

and an emphasis on the role of personality and style of the therapist. He borrowed the concept of 

systems and incorporated it with the concept of family structure and generational boundaries, while 

deleting psychoanalytic techniques fiom Structural Farnily Therapy (Minuchin, Montalvo, Guerney, 

Rosman. and Schumer, 1967) 

According to Stanton (1981), "Structural aspects of treatment apply to al1 therapies and to 

thenpists of al1 persuasions" (p. 429). The value of Structural aspects is considerable if al1 therapists 

are guided by the Structural Therapy components. Therapists are able to take what they need from 

Structura1 elements and are able to integrate these elements into other therapies. 

In his comrnents regarding the applicability of structural therapy in regard to low income 

families. Colapinto (1983) States "while this model cannot cure the social context of poor, 

underorganized families, it can help them develop the interactional skills that help other poor 

families cope better" (p. 24). 

Theoretical Concepts of Structural Therapy 

The Structural Family Therapy model evolved to look for closeness or distance in families 
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through the concepts of boundaries, stnicture, hierarchy, alliances, coalitions, and systems (Minuchin 

1974; Walsh, 1981). As stated by Minuchin (1974), boundaries are the implicit and explicit d e s  tint 

determine who will participate in the fmily and how they will participate. Influences on fmilies 

include factors such as: social context, famly developmental stages and the expectations of family 

members and their role within the farnily. 

As noted by Nichols (1991), "Beginning therapists are usually puzzled by the complex 

transactions that make up farnily life. Structural FamiIy Therapy offers a clear framework that 

brings order and meaning to those transactions" (p. 8). ïhe  Structural Family Therapy mode1 simply 

offers a necessary framework for understanding families and the functional patterns of interaction 

within families. 

Dysfunctional Familics 

The family is continually acted upon by interna1 pressures arising out of developmental 

changes in its members, and to external demands arising out of pressure to accommodate to a 

changing social context. These demands for change require the negotiation of new fmily rules. The 

push for change produces stress and family confiicts c m  arise because of the need to change existing 

structures and the desire to maintain existing ones (Minuchin, 1974). If these fmily conflicts are 

not resoIved, the farnily runs the risk of becoming stuck in its developmental journey and syrnptoms 

may appear in one or more family members. 

According to Aponte and VanDeusen (1981) the etements of family structure which are 

frequently associated with symptomatic behavior include power? alignment and boundary issues. 

An example of a symptomatic power structure descnied by Minuchin (1974) is the weak parental 

executive subsystem. This weakness in parental executive functioning is reflective of 1) passivity 
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which results in one parent not supporting the other parent; 2) a cross-generational coalition with a 

child; 3) both parents abdicating their parental responsibilities. (Minuchin 1974, Aponte & 

VanDeusen. 198 1 ) 

Therapeutic Goals 

As stated by Colapinto (1983), the goal of the Structural therapist in helping the family is to 

"chaIIenge the family's ideas of where the problem is located and how it should be solved which 

amounts to challenging the famiIy7s expectations of the role of the therapist" (p. 433). The perceived 

disagreement between therapist and family at this stage is a part of the process of Structural Family 

Therapy. As stated by Colapinto (1983) "The family's goal is elimination of the complaint with 

maintenance of the family's structure, the therapist's goal is elimination of the complaint through 

transformation of the structure" (p. 431) 

Therapeutic goals include expanding fmily members' repertoire of responses to the 

complexities of li fe. One such goal is to assist each fmily member to grow and develop, while 

preserving the family as a means of mutual support. As indicated by Minuchin, Fishman (1981)' 

the goal of this mode1 is "to change dysfunctional aspects of a family system to a more adequate 

family organization, one that witl maximize the growth potentid of each family rnember" ( p.446) 

with added emphasis by Nichols and Schwartz (1991) "while aIso preserving the mutual support of 

the family" (p. 460). Therapeutic goals are detemined by applying the following concepts of 

Structural therapy, which include boundaries, subsystems, structure, roles, hierarchy, to family 

interactions and behaviors. 

Boundaries 

According to Minuchin (1974) "The boundaries of a subsystem are the niles defining who 
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participates, and how" (p. 53). Boundaries regulate the amount or type of contact a person has with 

other subsystems Boundaries are healthy when they are clear and are within what would be 

considered the normal range. They cm promote a balance between autonomy and interdependence. 

Minuchin (1974) states that "For proper family functioning, the buundaries of subsystems must be 

cIear" (p. 54). Minuchin further elaborates that the clarity of boundaries wiihin a Fmily is a usehl 

parameter for evaluating fmiIy hctioning or a detennining if the farnily is healthy. 

Boundaries become unhealthy when they become rigid or emmeshed. Rigid or disengaged 

boundaries are found within families when there is excessive emotional distance between the 

subsystems of the family. Diffused boundaries indicate an over involvement in the Iives of farnily 

mem bers. This emmeshment rnay mean that family mernbers have difficulty functioning 

indcpendently. Boundaries a e  invisible lines around a subsystem or individuals within the family 

structure, 

Nichols and Schwartz ( 1995) offer a de finition of the concept of boundaries as '' a concept 

used in structural famiIy therapy to describe emotional boundaries that protect and enhance the 

integrity of the individual, subsystems and fmilies" (p. 590). [n addition to emotiond boundaries, 

boundaries could also include behavioral boundaries, responsibility boundaries and boundaries 

around communication and idormation. An example of a behavioral boundary is how much time 

different family members spend with each other and which members of the family acaially interact 

actively with each uther. interactions can be physical, verbal and nonverbal. (Kfippenstein, 1999) 

The Structural therapist uses the concept of boundaries to encourage individual growth, 

while preserving the mutual support of the family. For example, the therapist may help parents have 

less diffuse boundaries with their children, while prornoting continuous expressions of caring for 
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their children. Parents may be encouraged to make decisions together and to spend some time 

together. 

Subsystems 

Families may be understood in terms of subsystems that join together to petform various 

functions. Each family consists of a number of subsystems organized by variables such as sex, age 

and generation. As identified by Minuchin, Colapinto and Minuchin (1998) "Adults have fmctions 

and relationships that separate them from their children. Adolescents form a group with special 

interests. Males are one unit and fernales are another" (p.17). For example, parents are considered 

to be a gcnerational subsystem that is differentiated from their children who are a separate 

generational subsystem. Other generational subsystems include grandparents and extended family 

menibers such as aunts or uncles. Farnily members understand and enact their d e s  through these 

subsystems. UnheaIthy as well as healthy subsystems can be found within the family structure. An 

example of an unhealthy subsystern would be a rnother-child subsystem that excludes the father in 

order to maintain the emotional distance between husband and wife (Minuchin, Montalvo, Guemey, 

Rosrnan and Schumer. 1967; Nichols and Schwartz 1995). 

Structure 

The concept of structure is defmed by Nichols and Schwartz (1 995) as "the recurrent patterns 

of interaction that define and stabilize the shape of relationships" (p. 50 1). In their description of 

Structural therapy, Nichols and Schwartz (1995) further contend that "the single most important 

tenet of this approach is that every family has a stnicture, and that this structure is revealed only 

when the family is in action" (p. 503). One of the notions of Structurai Family Therapy is that the 

farniIy must be viewed in action, within the environment of the session. 
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Individual family members c m  play many roles within a family. For example, a woman may 

carry the role of a mother, confidante, protector, and provider within the fmily stmcture. Family 

members have complementary roles that help in maintaining the fmi ly  structure (Minuchin and 

Fishman, 198 1). For example, if the mother is in the role of protector, the children may count on 

her to get hem up for school in the moming. If the father is in the nile of disciplinarian, the mother 

rnay be less competent in handling a child's temper t an tms .  

Rules 

Families have coven or unspoken rules within their farnily structures. These rules facilitate 

the maintenance of the established structure. If dad has a drinking problem which family members 

do not talk about, then everyone follows an unspoken d e .  Actions or patterns which maintain the 

rule of not talking about dad's drinking will include children, who may rebel in school or become 

over achievers as a consequence of unspoken niles within the family structure. 

AIignment and Coalition 

According to Aponte (1976) alignrnent is the "joining or opposition of one member of a 

system to another in canying out an operation" (p. 434). This notion includes the concepts of 

coalition and alliance. Haley's (1976) definition of a coalition "a process ofjoint action against a 

third person " (p. 109) is in contrat to an alliance which is where two people may have a shared 

common interest not shared by the third person. According to Aponte & VanDeusen (1981) family 

rnembers have "patterns of working together or in mutuai opposition about the many activities they 

rnust engage in as family members" (p.3 13). 

Hierarchy 

Structural family therapists believe that a hierarchy is necessary for family hctioning. 
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Hierarchy examines how the family functions over tirne, Families need some structure and parental 

teamwork within the family. If the boundary between parents and children is too diffuse this will 

cause stress in the family (Minuchin, Montalva, Guerney, Rosman and Schumer ,1967; Nichols, 

1984) 

Healthy Iiierarchy permits clear direction on goals, values, roles, expectations. While at 

the same time permitting input from subordinate subsystems, to change, adapt and differentiate 

in age appropriate life transitions. 

Lifc Transitions 

Al1 families esperience stress when they enter into life transitions. For example, divorced 

and blended farnilies are viewed in Structural therapy as farnilies who are in transition. These 

families and their patterns of interaction should not be seen as deviant, but as a natural response to 

the pain of experiencing change. 

The concepts of Structural t herap y suc h as boudaries, alignments, coalitions, hierarchy and 

subsystems relative to life transitions and context provide guideposts with which the Structural 

family therapist will interpret the farnily's behaviors and actions. In this way Structural therapy is 

a framework which can be utilized for assessrnent purposes. As stated by Aponte (1976), "The 

structure of the social system in relation to its functions provides the parameters by which the 

thenpist will rneasure the family's adjustrnent" (p. 3 12). In order to c h g e  a family's dysttnctional 

transactions, the thenpist maps its structure and intervenes to transfomi the structure. However, this 

cannot occur until the therapist joins with the family. 

Therapist's Role 

The therapist's role is usually considered to be that of an expert, a Iistener and observer. The 
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therapist continually evaluates the fmily and determines goals and objectives for changes as the 

family evolves. In this way, the therapist assumes the role of both an actor, and director in the 

therapy. The therapist mut  acknowledge her own impulses and reactions to families. This includes 

understanding why we have certain reactions and how to be aware of hem when working with 

families. The therapist reacts to and becomes an active player in the family. Responses to family 

members are spontaneous. According to Structural therapy, the therapist shoufd see the family in 

action. The therapist does not count on a family's impression of themselves but watches closely 10 

see how they interact. She watches what is directed at whom, who is the "target" when 

communicating and who is aligned with whom, whether positively or negativety (Stanton 198 1 ; 

Apontc 1976). 

The therapist should recognize the structural patterns of the farnily as eady as possible in 

order to avoid becoming part of that structure and thereby losing her objectivity. The therapist is 

consistently aware of the family's structural pattern and does not get distracted by other unnecessary 

content. She identifies the family's structure, their areas of strength, dysfunctional sets and makes 

an assessment. The therapist finds a balance between joining with a family and challenging their 

structural pattems. Joining is important for building the initial tmst relationship (Minuchin 1974; 

Stanton 198 1). Challenging family patterns is sometimes referred to as unbalancing. The therapist 

helps the family see themselves as having more than one way of responding. The therapist may use 

metaphors to describe patterns to fmilies in a way that is less threatening. This aIso offers another 

contest for the sarne st~ctural  patterns (Aponte, 1976; Nichols 1999). 

It is assurned that a structurai assessment functions to broaden the problems beyond the 

individuals ta fmiIy systems and moves the focus fiom past events to curent transactions. The goal 
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is ultimately to transform the family in a way that benefits al1 family members. It is important to do 

this quickly before we become used to the patterns and cannot see thern clearly (Nichols, 1999; 

Aponte, 1976). 

Aponte and VanDeusen (198 1) state that "The purpose of structural therapy is to describe 

the organizational relationships of the parts to the whole in the social ecosystem" (p.320). 

The theory will take into account perspectives on the personal and social problems of the family. 

Aponte and VanDeusen make reference to the compatibility of structural therapy with a broad range 

of interventions tvhich expands the applicability of structural therapy techniques. There are 

interventions coming out of other foms of therapy that can be used within a structural frarnework, 

such ris interventions developed by the schools of strategic therapy, network therapy and behavior 

modification. 

Structural family therapy has been applied more readily with the treatment of low income 

families and with so-called "psychosomatic families" having children suffering from asthma, 

diabetes and anorexia nervosa (Aponte & VanDeusen, 1981). Structural family therapy has been 

used as a theoretical base for a variety of treatment settings, which include the Philadelphia Child 

Guidance Clinic. Aponte and VanDeusen (198 1) make the claim that "stnictural family therapy has 

been applied and researched systemicaily for the most part with families presenting with child 

problems" (p. 331). However, this does not mean that Structural family therapy cannot be used with 

aduIts in the families as well as the children who are the identified clients. Structurai therapy is 

being utilized in an increasing diversity of clinicai settings to treat a number of syrnptomatic issues 

including adults. Structural family therapy has been applied to practical problems associated with 

children such as somatizaiton of stress, and school avoidance. Aponte and VanDeusen answer the 
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concern of including adults in that the structural therapist will try to deai with adult issues which 

may be long standing at some "operational level in the individual's relationship to self, family or 

therapist, and indeed, probably with al1 three at various points of the therapy" (p.321). 

STRATECIC FAMILY THERAPY 

In the 60s and 70s therapists became more conscious that an explanation of human 

motivation could more readily be found in the social organization of an individual. Interest shified 

from the individual to the organization of the nuclear and extended family. Problems were seen as 

occurring more in the social context of a family, than wih an individual being seen as the problem. 

Jay Haley began to evolve his concept of Strategic Family Therapy. Haley viewed the solution to 

problems as îïnding ways to change the organizational structure of the family. Haley and Madanes 

have defined Strategic therapy as one of the Communication therapies. As an example in her book 

Sirafegic Futnily Therapy, ( 1 98 1 ) C toe Madanes states "S ymptomatic behavior can be 

conceptualized as either digital or analogical communications"(p. 6). 

Weakland (1976) states that "our primary concern is with the nature of observable face-to- 

face communication, verbal and nonverbal among members of a farnily or other ongoing social 

group, and its significance for the shaping of actual behavior" (p. 116). Through the observation of 

communication within a verbal and nonverbal context, Strategic thenpy does take into account 

communication theory as described by Weakland. Communication theory has a place within 

Strategic therapy. However, there are other diverse influences reflected in this therapy 

Milton Erickson is considered to be an influentid figure in the development of Strategic 

Therapy as recognized by Stanton (1981), "Haley feet that almost al1 the therapeutic ideas applied 
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in this approach had their origins in his (Erickson's) work in some form (p 362). Haley has 

incorporated Erickson's therapy techniques, especiaily hypnosis and paradoxical methods with 

Strategic therapy (Nichols, 1984). 

Theoretical Concepts of Strategic Therapy 

Strategic Therapy recognizes the balance of pwer  in human relationships as a central aspect 

of their functioning in a healthy manner. Intervention is designed to establish helping structures as 

a way of dealing with problems or symptomatic behavior (Haley 1976; Madanes 1980; Stanton 

198 1). 

Family Dysfunction 

According to Stanton (1 981) the Strategic view of a family's dysbction can be surnmed up 

as. "The symptom is thus a homeostatic mechanism regdating marital or family transactions" 

(p.430). A homeostatic mechanism is a mechanism which resists change, which is viewed as a 

symptom according to Jackson. Haley (1976) elaborates further that "the identified patient cannot 

be considered apart from the context in which they occur and the functions which they serve. An 

individual cannot be expected to change unless his farnily system changes. InsightH perse is not 

a necessary prerequisite for change" (p. 365). This view is not the same as cause and effect 

explanations of dysfunctional behavior. Stanton (1981) took the view that this is a new way of 

viewing human problems. 

Goals of Therapy 

Strategic theonsts base their goals in therapy on their belief that the family is merely stuck 

and therefore the family is not sick. Interventions are designed to assist families to become unstuçk 
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and to proceed past a crisis phase and consequently to help the family progress into the next phase 

of development (Stanton, 198 1). Strategic therapists tend to focus on transitional events in the life 

of families as a way of avoiding repetitious negative sequences of interactions (Stanton, 1981; 

Madanes, 1981). The therapist will attempt to instill new alternatives which will be useful to 

families. 

The primary goal for the Strategic therapist is first and foremost to solve the presenting 

problem. There is some discussion within Strategic therapy as to whether Haley's approach "in 

suggesting that changing the structure of the family system is in itself an important goal" (Stanton, 

198 1. p. 44 1 ). Strategic theorists view the connection to fmily change as more closely related to 

the solution of the presenting program, more so than an attempt to change the structure of the family 

system. According to Stanton (1981)' "The ciinician aims to solve the presenting problem, not 

rearrange or improve the family. Nevertheless, they quietly hope that change will have a domino 

effect. improving the family's functioning" (p. 441). 

Role of the Therapist 

The role of the therapist is to initiate the events in session and to plan an approach for solving 

problems presented. According to Stanton (I981), "Strategic therapists take responsibility for 

direct ly influencing people. In fact, they are not as concerned about family theory as they are with 

the theory and rneans for inducing change" (p. 361). 

According to Stanton (198 l), "the strategic therapist regards individual problems as 

manifestations of disturbances in the family" (p. 364). The Strategic therapist focuses on the 

identified patient and his problem. Stanton States that "A syrnptorn is a communicative act with 

message qualities, it serves as a sort of contract between two or more members and has a fùnction 
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within the interpersonai network" (p. 364). The symptom is considered to be a label for a sequence 

of behaviors within the family structure (Madanes, 1981) 

The Strategic therapist deds with problems one at a time. The presenting problem has to be 

dealt with before any other problems are looked at, as these new problems will then be contracted 

for by the therapist a client (Haley, 1976; Stanton, 1981). 

The Strategic therapist views the family's attempts to alleviate the problem as only making 

the situation worse. According to Stmuiton ''the family's attempts to alleviate the problem only 

esacerbates it" (p.364). The strategic approach views the therapist as rt necessary ingredient in 

finding solutions to a family's problems (Haley, 1976; Madanes, 1981) 

According to Stanton (1981) in describing Strategic therapy "Haley has defined strategic 

therapy as that in which the clinician initiates what happens during treatrnent and designs a particular 

approüch for each problem" (p. 364). The goai of the therapist is to change the unhealthy sequence 

of behaviors presented by the family. One way in which the therapist accomplishes this change is 

through directive tasks. The probIem should be put into a solvable form, altering the process of 

behaviors which occur outside the session, using indirect ways to turning the family's motivation 

to positive use (Haley, 1976) 

Lifc Cycle 

Strategic therapy takes into account the developmental life cycle of the family. This is one 

area where healthy versus dysfunctional family differences can be most clearly seen. Most families 

go through transitionai stages throughout the life of the family. These stages may be possible crisis 

areas and which are usually dealt with by healthy families without experiencing problems. However, 

dysfunctional families may experience great difficuity in coping with life transitions (Madanes, 
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198 1 ; Nichols, 1999). These families are identified as unable to adjust to life transitions ( Haley, 

1980; Madanes, 1981). 

Sequences 

Families have sequences that are repeated thereby establishing an enduring pattern. The way 

rnembers of a farnily respond to one another can be anticipated according to the pattern that has 

already been established (Haley, 1980; Stanton, 198 1). 

Dysfunction in the farnily is shown in a sequencing of behavior. For example a father rnay 

respond to his daughter's perceived defiance or misbehavior by yelling at her, while the rnother then 

responds to the father through pointing out that he shouldn't be raising his voice to the child. The 

sequence of behavior in this exarnple is that the child exhibits a rnisbehavior, followed by the father 

yelling, which precipitates a response by the mother. Such an example of family hnctioning 

perpetuates recurring sequences of a pattern of family dysfunction. Families display these 

repetitious sequences within family functioning on a regular and consistent basis. The therapist 

anticipates these instances of dysfunctional repetitious sequence of events in family behavior as a 

starting point for intervention. I t  then follows that an intervention which intempts the identified 

repetitious sequence is a possible point where change will potentiaily occur within the farnily. 

Family System 

A central notion to strategic therapy is that the individuai cannot be expected to change 

unless there is a change in the family system. The primary bc t ion  in relation to family system will 

include emotional systems in families (Madanes, 1981). As a concept of strategic therapy, the 

family system will need to be clarified as to who belongs to the family system. For example, does 

that systern include extended family, such as a grandmother, aunt or nephew. The family who 
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attends for therapy defines who is included in their own family system to define the emotional 

system of the family. 

Triads 

Triads have been identified early in the developrnent of Strategic therapy as an element of 

theory which views the family as sets of interlocking triangles (Haley, 1980). As stated by Stanton 

(198 i), "Haley notes the most child problems include a triangle consisting of an over involved 

parent-child dyad (a cross generational coalition) and a peripheral parent" (p. 365). Stanton M e r  

states that "When a child displays symptoms, the thenpist should assume that at least two adults are 

involved in the problem and that the chiid is both a participant and a communication vehicle between 

them" (p.365). One of the ways of taking the child out of k ing  involved is to include the therapist 

in the triangulation. This will serve to remove the child frorn M e r  negative interactions with the 

parental dyad. 

INTEGRATION OF STRUCTURAL WlTH STRATEGIC THERAPY 

An integration of elements of both Structura[ and Strategic therapy has been attempted in 

work with families of the poor during this practicum. This integration is possible as both Structural 

and Strategic therapies derive From Communication theory and System theory, as acknowledged by 

Nichols (1999) through his statements that 'the two therapies were developed fiom General Systems 

theory and cybemetics via the Communication school of family therapy" (p.43 1). Elements which 

Structural and Strategic therapies have in common include taking context of situations into account 

in that people are seen as interacting with a context - both Secting it and being affected by it 

(Stanton, 198 1). 

According to the history of the development of Structural and Strategic therapies, Jay 
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Haley's (1976) Problem Solving Therapy serves as an example of how Structural and Strategic 

therapy can be integrated. Haley has journeyed, throughout his lifetime as a therapist, within the 

concepts of both Structural and Strategic therapies. According to Nichols (1991) in describing 

Haley's Problem Solving therapy, "Haley uses the structural view of family organization as a context 

within which to apply his strategic techniques. Haley's example rnay serve to help bridge the gap 

between competing approaches" (p. 428). It is my contention that Haley's view of utilizing the two 

concepts is a bridge for beginning therapists. 

In addition, in reference to the importance of life cycle and developrnental stages in defining 

tlierapy strategy as well as in diagnosis, "a problem family cm be seen as "stuck" in a particular 

stage in its development" (Stanton, 1981, p. 428). When the family becomes stuck, the therapist will 

need to utilize some guidelines to promote positive change. The following description of the role 

of the therapist will provide some examples of how the therapist will assist in the process of eliciting 

change within families. 

Role of the Therapist 

In viewing the role of the therapist in Structural and Strategic therapy one of the roles 

includes changing repetitive behavioral sequences. The problem the family brings to a session 

includes behavioral issues, and the therapist's intervention includes behavioral tasks which are 

designed to change negative repetitive behavioral sequences. 

A contributing factor to an understandimg of the role of the therapist is that "process will be 

emphasized much more than content" (Stanton, 198 1, p. 428). The primary concem of the therapist 

is to find a process which will ultimately fonn into a therapeutic technique which will be the 

individualized expertise of the therapist. 
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Both Stmctural and Strategic therapy espouses the concept that interpretation is usually 

ernployed to relabel or reframe rather than to produce "insight" (Stanton, 198 1, p. 428). 

Structurai and Strategic therapies view the therapist as an expert. However, Minuchin, Colapinto and 

Minuchin (1 998) put forth the notion that "Intervention is most effective if the staff can restrain their 

expertise, using their skills to encourage family members to see each other as a resource, and to 

rnobilize help from within their own network" (p.65). This contemporary view regarding the 

therapist as expert is workable, especiatly with the population with whom we are dealing in this 

report. Low income families are expert on their own situation and therefore require the therapist to 

restrain hifier expertise. "To help families regain control over their lives, the stafîmust rein in their 

own controlling behavior, in each instance questioning whether the intervention is necessary" 

(Minuchin, Colapinto and Minuchin, 1998, p. 61). In rnaintrtining the expert role, the therapist must 

question whether the intervention will resuit in loss of autonomy for the family. The idea of the 

therapist as expert needs to be replaced with the thought ofthe therapist as questioner, in order to 

look more closely at the problem and plan an intervention which is an integrative method 

combination of both Structural and Strategic therapy. During work experience within the context of 

low-incorne families, 1 did not see my role as an expert, but as a inotivator of growth within families 

and to build on what people know about themselves. There is a need to buiid on my own expenence 

and knowledge in how to further r e h e  the problem for families using concepts fiom Structural 

and Strategic therapies. 

During my previous ten yem work with families, families and individuals have s h o w  sorne 

resistance to long term counselling sessions. As a result of this awareness, there is agreement with 

the idea stated by S tanton, that is shared with both Structural and Strategic therapy which reflects 
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the belief that therapy tends to be brief. The therapist could surmise that the family may be at a 

place where they do not feel ready because of a wide variety of reasons to work toward resolving the 

problem, if progress toward resolving the presenting problem was not achieved within a six months 

period. 

Stanton's (1981) outline for an integration of Structural and Strategic therapy suggests three 

rules, which include dealing with the family in the begiming stage with a Structural approach, 

switching to primarily a Strategic approach when the therapist assesses that the Structural approach 

is not working or will not be successful. The third nile put forth by Stanton is to revert back to 

Structural. following success with a Strategic approach. Stanton's suggestions have been utilized 

in a general way in this practicum. The concepts derived from Structural and Strategic therapies 

have been applied as planned intervention in therapy with families. In addition, outcornes have been 

noted and recorded. 

Low Incorne Families 

Low income families are the primary users of services which do not requirement payment 

for counselling/therapy services, such as the therapy resources offered by New Directions for 

Children. Youth and Farnilies. The problems associated with families of the poor are diverse and 

usually crisis laden. 

The impact of being poor is all pervasive within the lives of low income families. Al1 

systems within the sphere of society impact upon low incorne families. According to Minuchin, 

Colapnto and Minuchin (1998) in the book Working with Families of the Poor "Farnilies served by 

the welfare system often look chaotic; people come and go and individuals seem cut off. That 

instability is partly a life-style, amid poverty, dmgs, and violence, but it's also a by-product of social 
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interventions" (p.23). These include systems, beginning with the provincial or city social assistance 

office for financial assistance. The school system which educates the children. The Child and 

Family Services system which deals with the effects of low income which M e r  influence the 

parenting sphere of the family to deal with the larger system's perception of neglect. The hospital, 

doctors and nurses which take charge of the medical issues associated with poverty. The police as 

an am of the justice system, who become involved with domestic or violent crimes, which are an 

aspect of the feeling of powerlessness and lack of control over their lives. All of these variables can 

be viewed as a result of circwnstances which stem fiom the influence of al1 other systems which rnay 

be involved with the life of the family. "Services for poor famifies are widely available and almost 

always well intentioned, but they are frequently flawed as well. Because services are ofien 

fragmented and uncoordinated they're less effective then they might be" (Minuchin, Colapinto and 

Minuchin, 1998, p. 1 ). 

For children, poveny is "feeling asharned when my dad can't get a job; not getting to go to 

birthday parties, hearing my mom and dad fight over money; wishing you had a nice house; not 

being able to have your friends sleep over; not getting a hot dog on hot dog day; pretending that you 

forgot your lunch; being afraid to tell your mom that you need gym shoes; not having breakfast 

sometimcs; not being able to take swimming lessons; not having pretty barrettes for your hair, k ing  

teased for the way you dress; not getting to go on school trips" (Social Planning Council, 1999, 

p. 2). 

There exists a mood of helplessness, sadness and fear within poor families. As indicated 

above. school children have described how being poor feels to them which exhibits a sadness of 

early childhood years. There is a perception that the children see their world as a world of "not 
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described by the Social Planning Council of W i p e g  (1999) include "access to adequate, nutritious 

food, appropriate clothing; quality housing and related amenities, health care, quality child care, 

education and training, recreation and leisure-tirne activities, and means of transportation and 

communication" (p. 3) The impact of being poor is evident in every aspect of the children's [ives, 

in the context of school, afier school activities, recreation and al1 areas of farnily life. 

Poor families are usually blamed €or their socioeconomic conditions. Contemporary society 

has little compassion for the situations which poor families strive to survive in- 

"Although definitions are often narrow, judgemental attitudes tend to be broad. 
Moralistic attitudes toward poor families are submerged but pervasive in the culture. 
The families are blamed for their substance abuse, homelessness, and economic 
dependency and viewed as a burden on society. Poor families are viewed as the 
victims of bad economic times and reactionary policies, reacting to the hopelessness 
of their condition with self-destructive and socially unacceptable behavior. In 
practice, however, criticism and social impatience tend to outweigh compassion, 
especially when the political pendulum swings in a conservation direction" 
(Minuchin, Colapinto, and Munuchin, 1998, p.29) 

Families are seen as part of the problem rather than part of the solution. Even at times when 

farnilics are not blamed for their poverty or social behavior, they're often blarned for the condition 

of povery."There's some truth in this judgemenî, but such a one-sided analysis doesn't acknowledge 

what the system has squelched, who might be available as a source of strength or how the families 

resources could be tapped to create a more protective and effective context for its individual 

members" (Minuchin, Colapinto and Miauchin, 1998, p.29). 

In addition, Minuchin (1974) takes into account how a family may be overwhelmed by 

poverty as he described in Families and Family Therapy. "A family system may be overloaded by 
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or urban renewal. Family coping mechanisms are particularly threatened by poverty and 

discrimination" (p.63). 

As stated by Minuchin, Colapinto and Minuchin (1998) in their description of the multicrisis 

poor, it is important to note that people defined as poor or low income also have strengths. 

"Tt's probably helpful to remember that certain positive features characterize most 
people forced to endure their difficult circumstances. The multicrisis poor often 
develop an ability to tolerate mistrating situations that could try any of us, dong with 
useful skills for seeking and using help, a generous and empathic attitude toward 
other people in similar circumstances. With this reality in mind, a worker may find 
it increasingly easy to recognize commendable elements, and to reframe the meaning 
of behavior in positive terms" (p.51). 

Special Issues facing Low Income Families 

Minuchin, Montalvo. Guemey, Rosman and Schumer (1967) in their book Families of the 

Sirrrns describe dysfunction in terms of disorganized and disadvantaged families. According to 

Minuchin, Montalvo, Guemey, Rosman and Schumer "The low socioeconornic disorganization 

family shows deficits in the knowledge of the implicit rules that regulate the communicational flow" 

(p.200). There is a danger that without rules for communication flow, the disadvantaged and 

disorganized fmiiy will then pass on this deficit in knowledge regarding communication as 

intergenerational transmission. "In the development of necessary techniques for attmting attention 

to themselves, the children (of disorganized families) find the intensity of sound is more effective 

then the power of themes, assertion of power is more important than knowledge" (Minuchin, 

Montalvo, Guerney, Rosman and Schumer, 1981, p. 200). Families of the poor, or disorganized 

families. intergenerationally pass to their children, the notion that expressions of power are more 

important ihan knowledge of rules of communication. Therefore, the rules of communication within 
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low income farnilies will be lost to two generations of a family if this cycle is not intempted. 

The characteristics defined by Minuchin are important in that they increase the difficulty 

which the developing child experiences in defining himself in relation to his world are 

"impermanence and unpredictability" in the home environment. Impermanence and unpredictability 

could be viewed as characteristics of the disorganized family and of the disadvantaged low income 

family. 

According to Aponte (1 976) '' Social organization is an aspect of social ecology. It can be 

weakened at every socioeconomic level, but it is particularly wlnerable to dysfunction under the 

social conditions linked to poverty and other forms of powerlessness" (p. 433). Aponte more clearly 

de fines the di fference between disorganization and underorganization of the poor or low income 

family. The notion of a more distinct meaning for underorganization "to suggest not so much an 

improper kind of organization, as a deficiency in the degree of constancy, differentiation, and 

flexibi l ity of the structural organization of the family system" (Aponte, 1976, p. 433) relative to 

organizational problems which occur in poor families. 
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CHAPTER TWO - Description of Practicum 

Setting 

The practicum setting was the Family Therapy Program at New Directions for Children, 

Youth and Families Located on the Fourth Floor, 491 Portage Avenue in Winnipeg, Manitoba. New 

Directions is govemed by a Board of Directors which reflect the diversity of the community to which 

the agency provides services. "The Board of Directors of New Directions for Children, Youth and 

Families is committed to strong, diverse and continuous leadership that understands community 

needs. supports staff and encourages ongoing excellence in programming" (1 15th Annual Report, 

1999-2000, p. 2). 

According to their Mission Statement '&New Directions for Children, Youth and Families is 

a private, not-for-profit organization providing a unique combination of human services that is 

responsive to the changing social, psychological, cultural, educational and vocational needs of 

people in their communities." (1 15th Annual Report, 1999-2000, p. 3) New Directions provides 

therapeutic counselling and therapy services to families. In addition, there are a number of other 

programs included in this service agency such as: Cornrnunity Treatment Centres; programs for 

Families Affected by Sexual Assault; JobSolution; Parent Support Program; Project Opikihiwawin; 

Resouxes for Adolescent Parents; Resources for Women; Services for the Multi-Handicapped; 

Transition. Education and Resources for Females; Training Resources for Youth and Treatment 

Resources and Individualized Living Support. 

New Directions receives the majority of its revenue from grant funding and per diem 

payments from the Manitoba Department of Family Services and Housing, Manitoba Department 

of Education and Training, and Child and Famiiy Services Agencies/Regions. (1 1 5th Annual 
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Report, 1999-2000, p. 33). 

As noted in the service philosophy of New Directions, the agency provides respectfid work 

with families with a goal toward enhancing cornpetencies of individuals and families. 'The right of 

every person to be respected is central to the service philosophy ofNew Directions. We employ an 

ecological approach in al1 agency services. We strive to empower people ihrough the way that we 

deliver services. and we believe that people have their own cesources and strengths to resolve their 

difficulties (1 15th Annual Report, 1999-2000, p. 8). 

Supervision 

Supervision of practicum was provided by Mr. Bemie Klippenstein, M. S.W., Family 

Therapist at New Directions for Children Youth and Families. Meetings between student and 

supervisor were held on a weekly basis to discuss progress of fmily cases and to elicit theoretical 

information through though-provoking conversations with the practicurn supervisor. These weekly 

meetings revolved around interactive live supervision, case planning and discussion of farnily 

interventions. 

Duration 

The practicum began on October 26, 1999, ending May 22, 2000 for a period of seven 

months. 

Process 

The total nurnber of families involveci with the practicum was six. This nurnber includes the 

Strong, Philips and Hale families presented in this report. The following process, with a case 

description of one farnily who did not attend for therapy is outlined for the purpose of describing 

how glitches in scheduling, and organization impact on process of practicurn case selection. In 
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addition, the family was presented as an added example that decisions to attend therapy could be 

dependent on the socioeconomic status of the family. This will demonstrate the effects on a low- 

income family, in this case a single parent family. 

The practicum consisted of an initial period of orientation to the agency, and introduction to 

therapists and support staff. Secondly, the practicum supervisor highlighted intake cases which were 

considered to be at the level of expertise of the student. Examples of cases designated included 

Pmily dysfunction patterns of parent child conflict, anger associated with Child and Family Services 

involvement, parental abdication of executive functioning, triangulation and intergenerational 

coalitions and one case of incest. 

The student and supervisor met to discuss the student's assessment of the intake information. 

The student selectcd three cases, which included the Old, Philips, and Paul families. The families 

were contacted by telephone and ail three farnilies were agreeable to attend and appointments were 

confirmed for the following week. A follow up letter was mailed to the families stating date, time 

and place of appointment. The letter also included an information gathering form, which the client 

was directrd to bring to the first session. The Old and Philips families did not show for their 

scheduied sessions. The writer contacted the two families to reschedule for the following week. 

The writer determined there will be some organizational and possible scheduling problems 

associated with the process of acquiring a caseload of clients. In addition to scheduIing problems, 

there are other issues related to the families not being able to attend for therapy sessions. The 

folIowing description is of a family who attended only for the initial sessions and for stated 

socioeconomic related reasons could not attend for M e r  sessions. 

Ms. Paul attended the scheduied session as d e t e d e d  at first contact. In this initial session, 
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additional information was gathered fiom the mother regarding the family's identified probIem and 

an assessrnent of the case was determined by the witer. 

The case involved a reported incestuous incident within the family. The 12 year old daughter 

had reported that her 16 year old brother had sexually assaulted her. The 16 year old son had moved 

to Iive with his father in the United States at the time his sister reported the incident to their mother. 

This allegaiion was investigated by the mandated Child and Family Services agency where the 

findings indicated that allegations wcre substantiated by evidence gathered. The mother of the Paul 

family was concerned regarding the long term impact of the sexual assault on her preteen daughter 

and talked to the therapist regarding her anger at her son. She indicated that she was in contact with 

her es-husband to discuss seeking counselling for their son. 

This mother expressed her concem for what she described as the possible barrier to heatthy 

development for her daughter. The writer discussed with mom how to include the 12 year old girl 

in therapy. The writer esplained the joining process, which was to include some educational steps 

with a view to providing an opening for the daughter to speak about her perception of the impact of 

the abuse. Mother agreed that initially she would attend sessions, but she saw her purpose as a 

mainly supportive one. There was agreement between mom and therapist that the majority of time 

would be needed to include the daughter in therapy to assist the girl through this painhl tirne and 

to also assist her through this preteen developmental stage, which now has the added pressure of 

having esperienced trauma. 

However, when contacted by the therapist to confirm a second appointment, the mother 

stated that she had received a promotion at work which would require that she work uti l6  p.m, six 

days of the week. Mom advised that she and her daughter would not be able to attend for any fiirther 
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sessions. The writer felt concern, and expressed concem to Ms. Paul that her daughter would not 

be receiving necessary help through a difficult time of her life. The writer encouraged the family to 

contact New Directions if or when they require service in the future. 

There was a concerned reaction on the part of the student therapist to a perspective client's 

lack of follow through, at a tirne when the writer believes is a possible critical window of 

opportunity to work through feelings associated with an assault. This does have an impact on a 

student during practicum. iiowever these types ~Fsituations have to accepted as a part of the process 

as well. 

In addition, this family's case was utilized as an example of one of the reasons Iow income 

families sometimes do not pursue therapy. The mother reconsidered her family's situation at this 

time as a consequence of the reorganized priorities which included the priority for this single parent 

mother to better provide financially for her family. 

Although the therapist did encourage the possibility of the daughter attending for therapy 

on her otvn. the mother preferred to be seen as supportive by her daughter through k i n g  present for 

sessions and to provide transportation for the daughter fiom school to New Directions. In this case, 

the encouragement and welcoming attitude of the student is crucial in providing a doonvay for the 

family to retum at a later date, possibly when mom has worked in her new position for a few months. 

This was stated to mom, and the door was left open for her to retum at her convenience. In addition, 

a list of agencies offering evening services was provided to the mom. 

Contact was made with the Old and Philips families, who did attend initiai sessions within 

a further two-week period. The Old family continued to attend for an additional four sessions. 

However. the mother of the Old family was notable to continue because of time constraints as she 
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was working two part-time, and one casuai job. Contact with the family was renewed after four 

weeks, the family continued to attend sessions for an additional four sessions and ended with a 

closing session which included the mom's optimism regarding the her resolve to reintegrate her 

executive functioning role as a parent. 

The Old family was also impacted by the issue of poverty, as she is a low-income single 

parent. The mother of the Old family had for the past three years, since her separation fiom the 

father of her four children, been consistentIy attempting to gain maintenance child support fiom her 

ex-common-law partner. As a consequence of not being able to obtain maintenance she felt she 

needed to work three jobs in order to provide adequate basic needs for her farnily. 

The process of selection of cases continued over time, when the Paul family was unable to 

commit to sessions. The writer chose three additionai cases from the intake file. The three 

additional families are not listed or narned here as a result of brief contact, which included repeated 

attempts to schedule appointments which were not followed through with, in that the family did not 

show up for appointments as scheduled. Over the first month of practicum, a total of b e  families 

responded in this manner and were therefore viewed as not committed to therapy. Over time. an 

additional two files were selected at intake. These files were the Strong family and the Hale farnily. 

Contact was initiated with the farnilies, and both were strongly committed to attending sessions 

within the agency. Initial appointments were confirmed and the farnilies attended as arranged and 

continued to consistently attend on a weekIy basis. 

The Tom family, which was the last family contacted for involvement with practicum 

attended three sessions over time, but was unable to attend on a consistent basis. The 21 year old 

mother of the Tom family reported that her concern, and reason for initial contact with the agency, 
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was her perceived lack of competency in parenting her four-year old daughter. Miss Tom stated at 

the intake interview that she views this lack of knowledge of parenting and lack of confidence in 

parenting as a result of growing up in the care of Child and Farnily Services from the age of eight 

years old until age 18 at which time she experienced numerous foster home placement and 

inconsistent, incongruent parenting. In addition, the mother is diabetic, lacked energy, did not 

partake in regular meals or maintain adequate nourishment and was previously assessed with 

anorexia nervosa from the age of 12 to 17 years of age. Miss Tom has been assessed by the writer 

as a priority and therefore has been referred to another therapist within New Directions for Children, 

Youth and Families, for continued service. 

Clinical Evaluation 

The FAM III (Skinner, Steinhauer, 1983, p. 91-105) was used with the three case studies as 

presented in this paper. The basic concepts of FAM (Farnily Assessment Measure) include: task 

accomplishment, role performance, communication, affective expression, involvement, control and 

values and noms. 

FAM III consists of three components which include a General Scale, which focuses on the 

family as a system, a dyadic relationship scale which examines relationships between specific pairs, 

and a Self-Rating scale which taps the individual's perception of his or her functioning in the family. 

For the purpose of this report the FAM General Scaie was utilized with ail families. 

FAM III assesses the family at three different Ievels: 1) The General Scale assesses the level 

of family health or dysfunction from a systems perspective, 2) The Dyadic Relationship Scaie 

focuses on relationships between pairs of family rnembers. 3) The Self-Rating Scaie assesses 

members' perspectives on their own functioning in the family. The 50 item General Scaie of FAM 
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III was used in this practicum. It was not used as an assessrnent tool, but only as an outcome 

measure for evaluating changes in famity functioning over the course of  therapy 
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CHAPTER THREE - Case Studies 

The case studies of the Strong, Philips and Hale families reflect the integration of Structurai 

and Strategic Farnily Therapies. The three case studies were selected for inclusion in this practicurn 

report due to a determined effort on their part to attending regularly scheduled sessions and a M e r  

e'cpressed, commitrnent to accomplishing positive changes for their families. 

In addition, the remaining three families who attended sessions were the Old farnily, the Tom 

family and the Paul family. These families were not selected for presentation for this papa as a 

result of inconsistency in attending for sessions, scheduling conflicts and failure to follow through. 

There was an additional reason why the Old family was not selected for write up in this 

report. The reason was that the mother had not attended for sessions for four weeks, during which 

time. she reported to the writer, she had been actively invoived with an in-home support worker From 

Child and Family Services who attended at her home one time per week for four hours. According 

to mom, the in-home support worker had assisted mom with her young son, six-year old Erin. The 

writer felt that because of this added variable for this farnily, the outcome evaluation couId not be 

clearly reported as the result of farnily therapy alone. 

Although the mother of the Old family attended regularly at the beginning of contact, she 

v u s  working three jobs at the tirne and regular attendance became an issue. There was a four-week 

gap where she did not attend sessions. She stated during the ending session that she felt more 

competent as a parent, as opposed to feeling hadequate as a parent, when she first had contact with 

the therapist within the agency. She m e r  stated that she couid identiQ the areas where she had 

not been proactive in her parental executive funçtioning 

The mother of the Tom family was diabetic with a pnor history of anorexia She did not 
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have sufficient energy to attend on a regular basis. We experienced some practical problems 

regarding conflicting schedules, which we were not able to work out. The client has agreed to be 

transferred within the Farnily Therapy department. The e n d i g  phase for the family was 

accomplished with respect and encouragement. 

The Strong Farnily 

The Strong farnily consists of father David, and his children Beth and Joe. The family is 

Caucasian. They are presently in a blended family situation which includes David's partner Jenny 

and her six-year old son Geny. David separated fiom his wife Ji11 in July 1999. For financial 

reasons they decided to live together until October 1999. They have been living separately since 

then and have a shared custody arrangement. 

David is a part tirne university student, with a part time teaching position. He is presently 

recciving minimal assistance, approximately $400 per rnonth frorn his mother and brother toward 

the financial support of his family while he works toward finishing his university degree. David and 

Jenny share costs of the home, such as David paying for food and the extra expenditures which arise 

from for example, school activities. Jenny owns her home, pays the utility bills and provides for the 

activities of her son Gerry. 

David stated that the presenting problem was his twelve-year old daughter Beth. According 

to David, his daughter had adjusted pretty well to her parents' separation initially, up until Febniary, 

but then "it caught up with her". ïhis roughly coincides with the time when David started dating 

Jemy, who was a friend of the children's mother. Beth's grades began slipping and she starteci k ing  

cruel with David and Jemy, especially so with Jenny. Beth says h u m  things such as telling David 

that she is going to rnove out of his home to Iive with her mother full time, when she t m s  thirteen. 
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David stated that he did not believe that his ex-wife would participate in sessions. The intake 

worker explained that what we would do in such a case would be to start sessions with him, David 

suggested that he would like to tell Ji11 and Beth that they are on the wait list in the hope that this 

would appease or soften them. The intake worker explored this with him fiuther, explaining 

meeting with him first to discuss options. David seemed to understand this explanation but still 

wanted to tell Ji11 and Beth that therapy was on the horizon. 

During the initial session, David explained the recent history of the family. David had k e n  

away from the family for two years during 1997 and 1998, when he travelled outside of Canada to 

take part in field work to complete requirements for his university degree. During these two years, 

his ex-wife Ji11 had started to drink and go to the bar. He further stated that Jill had a few affairs 

while he was away. 

Structural Assessment of the Strong Family 

The Strong farnily consists of the father David, the 12-year old dtiughter Beth and eight year 

old son Joe. The family is blended with David's partner Jemy and her S-year old son Gerry. David 

and his children moved into Jenny's home in November 1999. David's two children spend three 

weekends of the month with their mother beginning on Thursday night until Sunday night. He 

retains custody of the children for the rernainder of the wcek and one weekend of each month. 

This blended family continues to search for some sense of who they are as a family. David 

carries the elcecutive parental hctioning of his family, which consists of Beth and Joe. David is 

the disciplinaiian and responsible for his children. However, Jemy is responsibIe for the discipline, 

supervision and direction of her son Gerry. The hierarchy within the family has not progressed to 

the point where David and Jenny are seen as having equal parenting responsibilities. A united 
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parenting dyad has not yet been achieved. 

Fragmentation within the family is evident through David's comments. It is David's opinion 

that Jemy's son, Gerry m u t  be the centre of attention, especially in telling his stories and jokes fmt 

at the famiIy dinner, if he does not receive the reaction he wishes, iie will make loud, disdainhl 

comments. David and his partner Jenny have ongoing concerns wiih Beth's "cruel" comments to 

Jenny. Jenny has the opinion that Beth is "spoiled" by father David. Boundaries within this family 

arc assessed to be disengaged and rigid. David is a disengaged parent whose conversations focus 

prirnarily on his problems with his daughter, Beth his ex-wife Ji11 and his present partner Jenny. 

David's primary concern is that his ex-wife Ji11 discusses the family's problems with 

daughter Beth. Beth will then return home after visiting her mother to make negative comments 

about Jenny. David will then phone his ex-wife Jill to discuss with her the incidents when occur 

when Beth returns home. This discussion will sometimes continue for hours during which time 

David will repeatedly expIain that what she is doing, the mistake she is making to precipitate the 

negative responses Beth makes to Jenny. The conflictual triangulation between David, Beth and Jill 

was assessed by David, as to what according to him should be the primary area for intervention. 

In addition, David expressed his fear that his daughter will mm out to have similar 

characteristics to her motheï Jill. He stated that Ji11 is a bit of a "scatterbrain" and that he wouId 

like to see his daughter foilow Jenny's and his example. For instance, to further her education, 

such as he has; to know and experience healthy relationships and to mature in a more rounded 

way. in much the sarne way as his new partner Jenny. 

Goals of Therapy 

David appears to have an infomed gmp of parental functioning. He is aware of his 
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responsibility for discipline, supervision and financial care of his children. However, he is also 

caught up in a pattern of communication with his ex-wife which accelerates conflict and which 

draws Beth into the adult world of interaction between her mother and father, with regard to the first 

farnily, which includes David, Beth, Joe and Jill. This pattern of communication is such that Ji11 

appears to be discussing with daughter Beth a second story, which is Jill's story with regard to the 

present situation between David and Jenny. The story as shared by Jill, is dividing Beth7s loyalties 

and according to David, this is forming a stronger alliance between mother and daughter. The 

outcome is that Beth will retum home with her mother's story and lay blame on the stepmother, 

Jenny. This interactional sequence demonstrates a strong coalition with her mother, Jill. David 

completes the circle by reacting by phoning his ex-wife to tell her that she is wrong in handling this 

situation. The children's visits are being utilized to inforrn David of his ex-wife's anger and 

rcscntrncnt toward him. In this way, the message brought home by Beth will offer David an 

opening to argue with his ex-wife. Husband and wife are continuing the marital argument through 

their eldest child, Beth who carries the messages from mom to dad and in return from dad to mom. 

The goal of therapy was to CO-create with David an understanding of the impact on his 

children of having two homes and to assist David to r e h e  the present reality of a duality in family 

conte'rt. Further to the present living situation, there is a history of his children having known his 

present partner, Jenny as having been a friend of their mother. Beth, in the position of the eldest 

child would have a more comprehensible knowledge of this co~ect ion .  

In addition, the family is transitioning fiom being a separated family, as a result of David's 

travels out of the country, to being a reintegrated family with conflictual overtones. This transition 

was not complete when the t'amily then becarne a separated family, again as a result of the failure 
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of the attempt at reintegration. This famity is now attempting another transition fiom existing as a 

separated farnily with angry parents, to presently attempting to become a bIended family. David's 

first family, ex-wife Jill, daughter Betti and son Joe have lived in turmoil for the past three years 

As a further complication of the notion of family in context, there exists a jointlshared 

custody arrangement as a result of a court ordered decision. The writer discussed this arrangement 

with David because of the need for clarification that this situation would not be changing. As a 

result of the shared custody arrangement, his ex-wife would be a part of his children's life at least 

until the youngest child reached the age of majority. 

David's stated intention, when rnaking contact with New Directions was that it was his 

analysis that his daughter and ex-wife were in need of some help in communicating with him in a 

more positive way. David's discussions regarding how he cornrnunicated with his daughter and ex- 

wife in his life were enlightening. His communication pattern consisted of explaining repetitiously 

to his daughter and his ex-wife, with the expectation that they would accept his viewpoint. This 

appeared to be his way of attempting to teach both Beth and Ji11 to CO-operate with him. The 

daughter was bornbarded with negative messages regarding her mother's parenting and in David's 

opinion the mother's immoral behavior. There is a history of the father king an absent father. Beth 

was being cared for by her mother during her father's absence and has developed an alliance with 

her mother. This alliance as a mother daughter coalition would have included any complaints mom 

has expressed about the behavior of an absent father. David felt his impact on Beth was weakened 

by the prolonged influence by her mother whiIe he was away for his two year absence fiom 

home. 
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Structural/Strategic Interveation 

Structural therapy was evident in the beginning phase, as Somat ion  was gathered regardmg 

family history and behavioral sequences. The additional information provided clarification 

regarding boundaries, subsystems, rules, structure, hierarchy and life transitions (Minuchin, 1967). 

As a Strategic intervention, the initial intervention was to allow David to vent his 

impressions of his ex-wife. This venting was an opportunity for David to express his anger 

regardirig grief and loss concerning his separation from his wife and the split up of the farnily. He 

was able to refrarne the situation from rational intellectual thought to include the hem and his 

Feelings. 

The therapist reminded David that Beth is also her mother's daughter as well as his. Further 

to this when he spoke negatively about Ml's behavior and put down her parenting skills, this was 

in effect belittling any capabilities Jill may have as a parent. David's consistent put downs and 

derogatory statements in reaction to any mention of his wife Jill, also served to remind Beth that 

David was absent for two years, leaving full responsibility for al1 aspects of parenting to Jill. Ji11 

appeared to have coped successfuIly with the total parental responsibility at that time. The therapist 

connccted David to the notion that some aspects of Jill's behavior were positive for his children. 

David was able to reframe his concept ofteaching his daughter Beth. He initially looked at 

parenting her through repetitious explanation. The therapist reframed parenting to include the 

concept of teaching and modelling. Discussion centered around how he saw himself as a teacher 

within the teaching position he held and how this concept codd be applied to his teen-aged daughter. 

The therapist addressed this presenting problem by asking David if he thought he was a good 

teacher. based on the assumption this wodd be his life's work. David's belief in his competency 
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as a teacher was then interpreted by the writer to include parents as teachers. For example, Jill had 

taught their children coping strategies to survive his absence. Further to this, the therapist presented 

the idea of father as teacher. The question was asked "who will teach your children?" The school 

can teach children in the area of knowledge acquisition. However, it is the parent's responsibility 

to teach children social skills and communication. David staied at a later session, that this discussion 

was the tuming point for him which turned into a decision point for him. 

David decided to have a conversation with his daughter which he would plan. The difference 

was that he would not speak for longer than five minutes. The conversation would take place ai 

home at a time when both father and daughter were relaxed and comfortable. The therapist 

encounçed and commended this pianned change in communication pattern. David stated that it is 

tirne for him to hear his daughter's thoughts, but not to necessarily respond in a way that will insist 

on his viewpoint being the only one. His plan included vdidating her feelings and ideas. He still felt 

the need to explain facts and felt compelied to tell his story regarding the family situation. However, 

after a few attempts at listening instead of speaking, he began feeling respect for his daughter's 

intellect and reasoning as well-thought-out and very "bright". 

David credits the therapist's modelling of listening for him, which according to David 

precipitated his change of behavior. David has expressed appreciation to the therapist as he stated 

that as a result of listening more and speaking less at home, he is beginning to know his daughter; 

for example the music she likes which includes the names of the bands she listens to, the names and 

interests of her fnends. 

David has stated that he could also view his ex-wife in a more positive light. He understands 

that she has had some positive influence on their chikiren. He noted that both parents have input in 
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how the children will grow and develop. He acknowledged that Jill did cope with his long tenu 

absence, and that his children did not suffer any negative behavior as a result of her parenting. David 

explained that the decision point in accepting that Jilk was a positive parent was when the therapist 

reframed the aspect of his absence. Questions which initiated discussions which were asked of 

David "who cared for your children whiIe you were away for two years?" This was a corûrontationai 

strategy used to CO-create another h e  of reference for David to view his absence and the impact 

on his family. As a strategic intervention, asking such questions will help the client to think about 

his impact on the family in a new way. 

Impact of Low Income Status 

David is in a blended family situation where he lives in his partner, Jenny's home. She owns 

her own home. Presently David is a student. He receives $400 per month from family members, 

with an additional $300 per month being supplied by his position as a part time teacher. 

The total $700 per month supplies the food for the family of four. David also pays for his 

personal biIls which include fuel for his vehicle, which he also pays insurance for. David's mother 

pays for any cost for maintenance of his vehicle. David relies on his ex-wife, Ji11 to provide for pizza 

day at school. and books which the school provides forms to order at a reduced rate. The family 

lives within a budget, however David is recognizing that he is providing an important lesson for his 

children. That lesson according to David is that they can't have everything they ask for. He is 

relieved that he will be seeking a full time job ttùs year. 

David has Iived in a Spartan existence for the past four years and has a lifestyle which 

reflects a low income family. However, through carefùl planning, through not expecting any extras 

or new clothes for himself or his children, has developed a personal philosophy to survive on a low 
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income until he finishes school. 

The living situation is sometimes somewhat hstrating in that even though David is 

committed to his relationship with Jenny, he states that at times he feels he needs to be more 

accomrnodating with  MY, than he would like to be because he lives in her home. However, he 

does raise issues with Jemy, and they take the t h e  to discuss any problems that arise. There are 

sorne issues which David does not feel fiee to discuss with Jenny at this time, because of the 

dependent nature of their relationship in terms of financial need. This denial of his feelings to some 

extent, may possibly cause on going tension to build for David and may develop as conflict. 

Evahation: Fam III 

Table 2:2 

Subscale 

Overall Rating 

Tas k Accomplishment 

Role Performance 

Communication 

Affective Expression 

[nvolvement 

Control 

Values & Noms 

Social Desirability 

Defensiveness 

Mean=jO:SD=lO 

Pre 

52 

48 

60 

50 

5 8 

46 

52 

48 

42 

46 

Post 

39 

34 

57 

46 

30 

42 

47 

3 8 

59 

54 
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At pre test David was within the normal range for seven of the subscales which include 

Values and Noms, Control, involvement, Affèctive Expression, Communication Task 

Accornplishment and Role Performance. (See Profile 2:1, Appendix A) 

David continued in post test to be within the normal range for four of seven subscales: role 

performance, communication, involvement. However, task accomplishrnent, affective expression 

and values and noms indicated rnovement h m  an average range to the area of farnily strength with 

scores of 34.30 and 38 respectively. (See Profile 3:1, Appendix A) 

The irnprovernent in the area of task accomplishment identifies that basic tasks are being 

consistently met. The father of the Strong fmily is more able to meet the basic tasks in regard to 

the family functioning. The positive outcome for task accomplishment has been initiated by a 

change in father-daughter communication patterns. At the time of the ending session David stated 

the family interaction between fàther and daughter had progressed to a point of father becoming 

more flesible and daughter becoming more agreeable. This family change in interaction between 

father and daughter shows some adaptability on the part of both of these farnily members to becorne 

more flexible with each other. This positive movement was achieved through David's decision to 

change his communication pattern with his daughter. Through changing his communication pattern, 

David was better able to begin to reacquaint himsclf with his daughter as a preteen. 

Within the area of affective expression, the score at pre test was 58, however at p s t  test the 

score changed to 30. This is a jump of 28 points at post test. This score indicates a significant 

change to a healthy aspect in family functioning for this subscale. The father of the Strong fimily 

is now more able to display range of emotional expression which is a positive différence fiom the 

beginning of interventions. The main affective expression at the beginning of contact was of anger 
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with his ex-wife and annoyance with his daughter. David is now more open to express a more 

diverse emotional expression than just negative affect. There is a range of affective expression at 

the end of intervention compared to the beginning of contact. The changes could be attributed to 

David's decision :O change his reaction to his daughter's behavior and in addition, his acceptance 

that his ex-wife could be a positive parent. 

The subscale of norms and values indicated a score of 48 at pre test, with a score of 38 at 

post test. David was showing a dissonance in the area of family values which resulted in confiision 

and tension within the farniIy, especially between David and his daughter, Beth. The grey area of 

famiIy values was especially evident in David's relationship with his present partner Jemy, which 

resulted in confusion in Beth's reactions which increased tension within the family. 

The pre test score was within the functional range for the subscale of norms and values. The 

post test score indicated a move toward the healthy area of family Functioning. This change was 

created through the intervention of modelling which assisted David to connect in a heaithier way 

with his daughter. The first task was to identifi the problem area. David's definirion of the probiem 

was twofold, one of the problems was his daughter and her reaction to his relationship with Jenny 

and the second problem was David' reactions to his ex-wife, Jill. A second intervention which 

heIped to create the chmge for this subscale was in reframing his ex-wife's parenting skills to a 

positive which resulted in David becoming more receptive to looking at his family in a new way. 

This reframe assisted David to change his position of blarne which he had initially perceived to 

belonging solely to his ex-wife, to a position whereby he could now openly share the blarne for the 

breakup of the rnarriage. This responsibility for the loss of the intact, nuclear family, included his 

responsibility for the family's present living arrangement with a former fiend of his ex-wüe. David 
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indicated he is now more understanding of how his daughter may be perceiving his present 

partnership with his new partner Jenny. David has decided to continue in his awareness of how his 

actions positively and negatively impact on his fmily. The second task was accomplished in that 

David explored alternative solutions to his identified problems. The third and final task was the 

actual carrying out of prescribed behaviors. The third task was accomplished through David's 

improved communication with his hughter and his involvement in a refrarne to a positive of his ex- 

wife's parenting skills. 

The Philips Family 

The Philips family consists of Linda (48) and her son Lewis (8). The family is Caucasian. 

Rcason for Rcfcrral 

Linda Philips had been referred to New Directions for Children, Youth and Families by her 

Child and Family Services In-Home Support worker. Linda called the intake worker of New 

Directions and has shared that she and her son Lewis are constantly fighting. Lewis was hitting, 

kickinç. yelling and swearing at mom. Linda stated that she feels she gives in too readily to Lewis. 

He is doing well in school, but Linda believes that Lewis has a problem with her authority at home. 

Sornetimes he threatens to hurt himself or to run in iront of cars. 

Last Fa11 (September 1998), Linda lost her house because she was in financial dificulty. 

When she lost her house, she felt out of control. Linda and Lewis were homeless and residing in a 

shelter. At one point she left Lewis at the shelter for longer then she had indicated and the shelter 

called Child and Family Services. Lewis was placed into a foster placement in the care of Child and 

Family Services for three weeks. Linda's relationship with her Child and Family Services worker 

and In Home Support Worker has been very positive. The agency has helped Linda to recognize 
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how depressed she was last Fall. In November 1997, a dear family fkiend who was like a grandfather 

to Lewis and a fi-iend to Linda died. He had also been a financial support and when he died Linda 

seemed to go into financial and cmotional slurnp, which resulted in Linda and Lewis going into a 

depressed state. Linda feels that she never can get over this death. 

Linda has been getting back on her Feet personally and financially with the supput't O€  her 

Child and Family Services worker and In Home Support Worker. Financially things are still very 

di fficult and stie struggles with procrastination on decisions that must get made (bankruptcy, etc.). 

Linda is presently receiving Social Assistance from the City of Winnipeg. According to Linda, 

Lewis is very demanding and Mom will oflen do without in order to provide something which Lewis 

is requesting. Any kind of limit setting with Lewis is very difficult and tension filled for Linda, 

There is no history of abuse. Mom presented (by telephone, at intake) as remarkably articulate, 

aware and resourceful. 

Initial Session 

The goal of the first session is to assess the family according to the Structural components 

of boundaries, alignments, structure, hierarchy and rules of the family." 

Linda presented as being very tired and overwhelmed with her family situation. She sat in 

the chair as though she was shrunk into it. During the session Linda related family Stones regarding 

her son Lewis. She stated that he is very demanding of her t h e  and expects her to do as he tells her. 

For example. he directs her to get him a glass of water, even though she is busy with househotd 

tasks. According to Linda, he expects her to follow his direction and he will usually "holler" at her 

until she listens to him. She feels that he w e m  her down with his insistence, until she has "had 

enough" and then she will do as he says, or they have an argument. 
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In addition, Lewis has wrestled with Mom, including applying wrestling holds which he has 

viewed on television. Even though Linda protests when Lewis places h a  in wrestling hoIds, she does 

not lirnit this physical interaction with her son. Lewis refuses to go to bed at his usual time on the 

nights whcn wrestling is on television. 

Linda stated that when she and Lewis walk d o m  the street together, as she walks bim to 

school or to his friends' homes, Lewis will stop in his tracks if Morn does not look him in the eyes 

while talking with him. The mother was questioned at this point regarding family or culturaI aspects 

which may be contributing to Lewis' behavior in insisting that mom look into his eyes when he was 

speaking to her. Morn stated there was no family or cultural reason for this behavior. Anytime she 

talks with him, he insists that she look at his eyes. Linda explains to Lewis that îhere is no need for 

lier to look him in the eye when they are walking together because they need to walk side by side. 

This eticits Lewis' anger at Morn, because he stated she is not following through with his 

espectation. 

According to Mom, Lewis will cal1 her into his room for a "talk and during this time she 

fcels she needs to listen to his views, and opinions. At this time, as in their walks together. Lewis 

expects morn to look at his eyes when they talk. When he has finished telling her what he thinks, 

he dismisses her. 

Structural Assessrnent 

The Philips family, Linda and Lewis exhibit diffuse boundaries. The family structure is one 

of emmeshment. Lewis demands, Morn carries through with his directions. There is a point when 

Mom will Say no. However, Lewis tells her she has to do these things for him. Morn is not 

challenging him enough to let him know that she does not have to get hirn a g las  of water or that 
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she objects to having been placed in a wrestling stance whenever he demands. 

Morn has been inconsistent regarding d e  setting with her son. Morn is not setting limits, 

or providing niles in the household. She will respond with anger when she has "had it" with Lewis' 

demands. This anger is expressed by Linda y e h g  at Lewis. In addition, Linda will direct blame 

to Lewis for placing her in a position of following his directions. Morn has not recognized her 

executive parental function within the family. 

Linda explained that she has to spend time before school and during lunchtirne playing 

pokeman with Lewis. Lewis sets the niles, tells the story and eventually he is the winner. 

According to Mom, Lewis' stories are always violent and result in Mom's character k ing  killed off. 

Morn is setting a pattern where she is a fiiend and playmate to Lewis. Lewis becomes the parental 

child. Morn is abdicating her role as parent and she is not aware of the need for parental executive 

functioning. Lewis makes the decisions within the family. 

Morn is not aware of the need for generational boundaries. Since Lewis expects her to play 

the role of playmate and friend the generational lines are not clear to either mother or son. 

StructuraVStrategic Interventions 

Sequences of behaviors which can be exarnined for this family is the behavior which 

escalates the noise level which results in an acceleration of conflict between mom and Lewis. Lewis 

will demand, for exarnple a g l a s  of water. Morn will respond that she doesn't have the tirne at the 

moment and that Lewis is capable of filling a gIass with water. Lewis will then become more 

insistent. Morn responds to the insistence by repeating herself and raising her voice. Lewis will then 

respond to the raised voice and will mise his voice. This escalation mults in a level of noise which 

has become a loud argument. Morn responds by hollering - Lewis responds to her by hollering. 
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The strategic intervention was that the therapist spoke to Linda regarding the escalation of 

sound in her discussion~arguments with her son. A drawing of different levels of sound was 

presented to Linda. This simple visual tool represented the levets of sound which took place in their 

home as the conversation escalated to the point of hollering. The upper portion of the diagram was 

drawn to indicate calrnness as a level of communication. The middle portion of the drawing 

indicated distressed sound through the use of wavy lines, which indicated conflict and anxiety. The 

bottom portion of the drawing again indicated calmness, through the use of straight lines. The 

therapist methodically explained the sequence of behavior which resulted in escalated sound levels, 

which represented Linda and Lewis hollering at one another and the feelings associated with this 

escalation. These feeling were ascribed to be Linda's feeling of fnistration at Lewis' disobeying her, 

and Lewis' picking up his rnother's fear. 

The therapist asked the question "How do you feel Lewis will be communicating or 

interacting with people in two years, when he reaches the age of I I?" (This age was chosen because 

Linda had carlier expressed concem for Lewis behavior as a preteen). Linda answered that she 

would like to think he would have changed from what he does now, which is to holler and demand. 

Another question was put forth "What wii1 happen in your farnily to ensure that Lewis will change?" 

Linda stated that it is up to her to do something different with Lewis. The therapist promoted 

change for Lewis. through enhancing the strengths of Linda. A task was given to Linda that she 

monitor the levels of sound (according to the diagram given by the therapist) when Lewis is 

dernanding and to especially rnake an attempt to keep her own voice at a moderate level. Linda had 

çreat dificulty and expressed feelings of fiustration in dealing with this change &er two attempts, 
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As the sequence of behavior was circular in nature, the therapist attempted to designate a 

point on the circle to interrupt the sequence. The point of interruption was designated at the point 

of Linda's first reaction to Lewis, for exarnple if he asked for a glas  of water. The therapist suggest 

Linda rethink the language she uses with Lewis. A possible new way of thinking and responding 

would be a staternent which may include a comment regarding the enhancement of his capability in 

accomplishing this task for hirnself. As sessions continued, the therapist attempted to provide areas 

within their everyday interactions when similar methods of interrupting the sequence could be 

achicved. However, Linda was becoming more and more fmstrated with her role in facilitating 

changes. 

As a structural intervention, the interruption of the sequence of behavior was viewed by the 

therapist as a creative way to introduce change to the Philips family. Mom interpreted Lewis' 

escalaiion of "hollering" to demonstrate his defiance of her parental instruction.. In his view From 

the child viewpoint Lewis may have seen mom's escalation of yelling as an expression of parental 

anxiety emanating from a place of feu. 

At this point. the therapist introduced a Strategic element in refrarning the incidents of 

hollering between mother and child. This reframe began with mom's stated belief that Lewis was 

doing this "to her". The therapist provided a reframe of Lewis yelling at her to an explanation that 

he was reactive to her voice. The idea was put forth to mom that Lewis is following her lead in how 

things should be done because she is the parent. Lewis as the child in this family is learning from 

his mother how to interact with his world. If mom models yelling as the only way to interact, and 

in Lewis' case, he views yelling also as a means of how to maintain control. The modelling and the 

interaction which maintain control are bah k ing  taught by mom. The therapist took this interaction 
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one step further. The therapist gently reinforced with mom that there coma a tirne in everyday life 

when force and control do not work. The child needs to be empowered to a positive position 

regarding his interaction with society and his world. 

Linda attended for a later session in which she expressed anger with the therapist. She 

explained that she came to New Directions to have her son seen by a therapist to change his 

behavior. She stated that if his behavior did not change soon, she would probably contact Child and 

Family Services to come to get him. The therapist again explained the need for Linda to change her 

reactions to her son. It was further made clear to Linda that the therapist would only invite Lewis 

to a session. when mom could reflect a position of strength. The therapist questioned Linda whether 

she felt strengthened as a parent. Linda did not see a change. The therapist pointed out areas where 

Linda had improved. For instance, Linda has placed bedtime rules, and routines For Lewis. She has 

stopped spoon feeding him his breakfast, this has changed in that she has put the cereal, a bowl and 

a spoon on the table and tells him to pour cereal and eat his own breakfat. She has initiated a 

change in that he is now allowed to play outside with his friends, which frees up some of her time. 

However, after hearing these positive executive functioning aspects of her parenting, Linda 

continued to insist that Lewis has to be changed. She did not recognize areas where she has gained 

strength as a parent. Linda reiterated that she will have no choice, she would cal1 Child and Family 

Services to pick up Lewis. The therapist stated if that is her decision then she should do so. 

Linda did no& contact the writer for three weeks. The writer attempted to contact her once per 

week for the next three weeks. The writer was able to contact her to schedule a closing session. 

During the telephone conversation, Linda stated that Lewis has improved. He spends a great deal 

of his time playing with his fiends. This change point was identified by Linda, and is a significant 
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one for the farnily, as Linda has extra time to accomplish household tstsks, and does not have to fil1 

the role of playmate and peer to her son. 

During the ending session, which took place a week aer our tetephone conversation. Linda 

appeared at the session, appearing very relaxed and contented. She stated that Lewis has changed 

to such an extent that she has no further concerns with him. She has not contacted Child and Family 

Services. Linda further stated that she has stopped initiating adult conversations with Lewis as 

suggested by the therapist. She has recognized that he is a child and that she is the parent. We 

discussed her parental role which included; to supervise Lewis's activities, to provide rules around 

bedtimr. television shows and attending school, as welf as other safety, supervisory and direction 

re1ated rules. She also agreed that nurturing him is aIso her tesponsibility as a parent. Linda has 

identified positive outcornes which she sees as the beginning of a new way of thinking in relation 

to her son. She funher stated that she now sees herself as an effective parent who has strengths. 

1,inda is  beginning to reclaim her parental executive functioning role within her fmily and she is 

better able to describe areas where she cm see a beginning point for this to happen. 

Impact of Low Incorne Status 

Linda is a single parent mother with a young son Iiving on social assistance. She has very 

little money after rent, food and household expenses to be able to provide extras for her son. Lewis' 

expectation had been heightened when he was younger, until the age of five, because mom worked 

full tirne. According to tinda, Lewis bad a househl of toys, whatever he wanted she did provide for 

hirn. 

However, Linda injured her back on the job and had to subsist on a much lower budget wtiile 

receiving compensation for two years. After those two years, she was forced to apply for social 
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assistance as a result of her compensation p e n d  ending. Linda lost her home as a result of not being 

able to make payments or pay taxes. There are times when Linda becomes so mistrated with the 

iack of income . she becomes depressed. As a consequence of Linda's illness relative to her medical 

issues stemming from pain in her back, her pends  of depression are exacerbated. Linda finds these 

times very stressful. During these tirnes, she stated she will be especialiy dependent on Lewis. She 

has discussed her financial situation with Lewis, putting an added pressure on a nine year old child, 

who has become a parental child as a result of his involvement with mom's financial concems. 

Linda stated that she has begun the process ofretuning to work because she would prefer 

to give Lewis some material things which other kids receive. E.xamples of these are nintendo games, 

movies, recreational activities, new clothes, new shoes (she shops at second hand stores for Lewis' 

shoes and clothes) and times when they could treat themseIves to a dimer at McDonalds or for mom 

and Lewis to go to a movie together. She presently relies on her mother for birthday presents and 

Christmas gifts, however she sees this as dependent because "gcandma" sometimes complains of the 

money she spends and things she provides for Linda and Lewis. Grandma and Linda are presently 

in an unhealthy coalition as a result of providing for Lewis. Even when Linda has negative 

interactions with her mother, possibly an argument with her, she feels that her mother will take away 

provision for Lewis. In this way Linda is enuneshed fmancially with her mother, and any discord 

or disagreement is a possible threat of having this financial assistance teminated. 



Evaluation: Fam III 

Table 2:3 

Subscale 

Overall Rating 

Task Accomplishrnent 

Rolc Performance 

Communication 

Affective Expression 

Involvement 

Control 

Values & Noms 

Social Desirability 

Defensiveness 

Mcan=50:SD= 10 

Pre 

6 5 

6 8 

8 5 

63 

43 

64 

56 

75 

40 

40 

Post 

5 1 

48 

5 2 

50 

50 

55 

5 2 

52 

52 

50 

Linda's overall rating at pre test was scored at 65, which indicates an overall rating in the 

problem range. Linda's pre test scores fail within the problem range for five of the seven subscales: 

task accomplishment, ro!e performance, communication, involvement, values and noms. The 

average range includes the two subscales of affective expression and control. This reflects Linda's 

espressed concern in that she sees her son Lewis as the problem in view of farnily functioning. (See 

Profile 23, Appendix A) 

Post test scores for subscales are seven of seven within the normai range. The post test 

indicates a distinct improvement in family functioning for al1 subscales which indude task 
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accomplishment, role performance, communication, affective expression, involvement, control, 

values and noms. This was a dramatic change for Linda, in that she progressed fiom pre test scores 

which suggested she was having probtems in five of the seven subscales to a post test score of seven 

of the seven subscales sconng in the average range. Further to this, the mean score for sociaI 

desirabilit. and defensiveness was 51, which was within the range of midpoint which suggests rninor 

difficulties. (See Profile 3:2, Appendix A) 

In  the area of task accomplishment, Linda's pre test score of 68 which falls within the 

problem range, was improved to a post test score of 48 which indicates an improvement in 

functioning. The healthy range of task accomplish reflects that Linda demonstrates a functiond 

pattern of task accomplishment which is maintained during times of stress. The tasks which Linda 

was successful in accomplishing is to moderate her voice in relation to her son's perceived defiance 

and his demanding tone of interaction with her. Since the escalation of yelling within this family 

system was an anvious time for Lindq she has shown she could maintain the new pattern even under 

stressful conditions. The stressful conditions as identified by mom was Lewis' demanding 

demeanour. 

There is a significant improvernent in the area of role performance. The pre test score for 

this subsale was 85, while the post test score is 52. The reflection of the score of 85 is that the area 

of role performance is in the high problem range, However, the post test score reflects a dramatic 

improvement in role performance in that the score of 52 falls within the average range. According 

to Skinner and Steinbauer (1983) "Role performance requires three distinct operations) the allocation 

or assignment of specified activities to each family member; 2) the agreement or willingness of 

family members to assume the assigned roles and 3) the actual enactment or carrying out of 
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prescribed behaviors" (p.93). Since the contact with the family only involved the mother, these 

operations were applied to her and not to her son. The mother was assigned tasks which related to 

her monitoring her own voice and level of speaking when interacting with her son Lewis. Mother 

was at first resistant to assume the assigned task. Over time, Linda was more willing to carry out 

the prescribed behavior which was to maintain a low, or moderate level of speaking, this level was 

not to exceed a range of sound which would include raising her voice, in that Linda would agree to 

not raise her voice to her son. Mom accomplished this task in a consistent way at the end of 

intervention. She became aware of a improvement in the family interaction with her son in that be 

became less demanding. 

Linda's pre test score for the communication subsale was 63. The score for p s t  test was 50. 

This reflects an improvement from the problem area of a score of 60 and over, to an average range 

of 50. The view of communication is that the message received is the sarne message which is given. 

There appears to be 13 point improvement in this aspect of family functioning. Linda has 

accomplished her goal to improve communication with her son. She is more cognizant of the impact 

of language, and clarity of her interaction with him. Linda is attempting to reframe her messages 

in a positive light to underscore capability within her son to empower him to kcome the person she 

envisions him to be. 

Involvement as defined by Skinner and Steinhauer (1983) includes the aspect of "the ability 

of the farnily to meet the emotional and security needs of family members, and the flexibility to 

provide support for family members' autonomy, thought and function." Linda's score at pre test for 

the subsale designated as involvement was 64 which is within the problem area. This score changed 

to a post test score of 55 which is within the average range. The noted scores demonstrate an 
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improvement in this subsale. Linda was encouraged by the therapist to review her responsibility to 

her son and to think through the inclusion of the aspect of secunty for her son and what security 

meant to her. 

She further recognized that as a parent her function was to provide support for autonomy 

of Lewis. She supported his autonomy in that she has been encouraged by the therapist to revisit 

lier safety and protection family rules and review them according to Lewis present developmental 

age. The implicit rules she has organized around Lewis apply more to an early age and stage of 

development. As a result Linda has begun to allow Lewis to spend time with his fiends outside of 

their home. She was encouraged by the therapist to review how she could allow Lewis to interact 

with his peers. Linda thought through how she was placing herself in the position of friend and peer 

to Lewis, and found that he could benefit from interacting with friends of his own age, rather than 

primarily with mom within the home. 

Linda's pre test score for the subsale of noms and values was 75, which reflects increased 

perception of difficulty in the problem area. The post test score for this subsale is 52 which fdls 

within the average range. These scores indicate a substantial improvement for the subsale designated 

as values and noms. According to Skinner and Steinhauer (1983) "values and norms provide a 

background against which al1 basic processes must be considered. Important elements consist of 

whether family rules are e'rplicit or implicit, the latitude or scope ailowed for fmi ly  members to 

determine their own attitudes and behavior and whether family norms are consistent with the broader 

cultural context" (p.93). 

According to the information gathered from Linda regarding family d e s ,  these d e s  could 

be described as implicit. When Linda establishes d e s  within the fmi ly  she does not explain her 
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reason for applying rules to Lewis. An example is the d e  she was attempting to establish regarding 

restricting Lewis in viewing wrestling on television. She could not find the words to explain to 

Lewis that she felt wrestling was too violent and therefore an activity which she believed would 

impact on him in possibly encouraging him to be more violent. Linda stated that Lewis not only 

tried wrestling holds on her, but when his friend came over to visit, that she would overhear the 

friend tell Lewis that he was going home because he was tired of Lewis pinning him down with 

wrestling holds. When Linda became more open to altowing Lewis to play outdoors with friends, 

he pursued other activities rather than wrestling as one of his primary activity. The friends he 

cncountered suggested a more diverse array of outside activities. 

Linda allowed Lewis to determine al1 of his own attitudes and behavior. However, these 

attitudes and behavior were determined only from Lewis' limited knowledge, they were determined 

without any parental guidance or direction. 

Thc Hale Family 

The Hale tàmily consists of Cheryl (36), daughter Sue (14) and a son Brian (9). Mom 

separated from Brian's dad Doug in 1999. Doug was Sue's stepfather. The family is Caucasian. 

Rcason for Rcfcrral 

Cheryl was refened to New Directions by the school social worker. Mom is concemed for 

her daughter Sue (14). According to Cheryl, Sue is verbalIy abusive to her brother Brian and tends 

to hit him for no reason. In school, she hits kids because she is teased. Her peers cail her names 

such as "fat" and "ugly". This happens alrnost daily, Sue hates school and has sometimes lefl the 

classroom and walked away h m  school. Last Friday, a classmate cailed her a "cow" because she 

accidentally knocked down her pencil case. This turued into a physical fight, where according to 
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a report from classmates, Sue took a pair of scissors and went after her classrnate. Sue denies this 

part. Sorne days earlier, Sue had been attacked by boys from her school. Morn talked to Sue about 

the importance of school and alternatives to walking out of class. This ended in an argument and 

later her brother Brian found her standing on the ledge of her bedroom window on the second floor. 

Last surnrner Sue slashed her arms. Morn stated that Sue does not like discipline and grounding 

does not work. 

During their marriage, Doug was a firm disciplinarian and Sue listened to him. Morn said 

that she is too soft and the kids walk al1 over her. In fact, Cheryl's daughter Sue told the Child and 

Family Services social worker that she prefened Doug being involved with farnily because he 

provided discipline to the children. 

Since their separation in 1998, Doug can see the kids anytime. Cheryl does not place any 

restrictions on his time wich them. Doug sees the children weekly, including Brian going for 

overnight visits with his father. Sue had told Morn that she likes her time together with Morn when 

Brian is away with his Dad. 

Morn thinks that part of Sue's problems are related to Sue's low self-esteem which is due to 

narne calling in the past by both Mom and Sue's stepfather Doug. Morn stated that she would cal1 

Sue "ignorant" and Doug would cal1 her "fat". In addition, both mom and Doug have used more 

explicit language and other derogatory words. Morn stated that Sue is big boned but not fat. 

Before the referral to New Directions, during a meeting with both Youth Crisis tearn staff 

and a Child and Family Services social worker, Sue stated that it bothered her greatly to see her dad 

and mom smoke pot. She did not want to be around it. Morn said that during their maniage they 

bath srnoked pot, but she was more of a follower; and never spent money on it. Doug bought the 
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pot and a lot of arguments occurred around the finances and the cost of the drugs. Doug also drank 

every weekend and sometimes every week. He was verbally abusive to al1 family members. 

Mom said that now she uses pot sometimes and "if offereâ" but does not have it or do it 

around the children. She separated From Doug in 1998 after an argument in which he hit her with 

a pillow. Mom stated there is no history of physical abuse, although mom did attend a group for 

abused womcn during her mariage. Morn stated that both, Doug and she would like to reconcile, 

but both are also conhsed. She is afraid of retuming to their previous life of drinking and dmgs and 

fighting. At this time her prionty is her daughter Sue. 

Cheryl and her two chiIdren are presently receiving assistance from Social Services. They 

are on a fised budgetfincorne. Mom does not receive any financial assistance from her ex-husband 

in regard to mainteriance support for the children. 

initial Session 

Cheryl appeared aware and articulate in describing her family's issues. Her main concern 

was her daughter Sue. Sue's recent behavior has been upsetting to mom. She is beginning to run 

away from home. The most recent event k ing  on the previous weekend. Cheryl is concemed that 

Sue spent the weekend with a boyfiend who morn has not met. In addition, mom is concemed that 

Sue is sesually active and possibty indiscriminately promiscuous. Sue did retuni home on Sunday 

night and has attended school since her return home. Cheryt has grounded Sue for the remainder of 

the week. she will not be allowed to invite friends to their home while grounded. However, at this 

point, Cheryl advised that she d l  allow Sue to go out on the weekend. 

Cheryl's issues regarding her children extended to the communication pattern between Sue 

and her nine-year oià brother Brian. They argue constantiy. Cheryl has expressed concem in that 
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she fears that Sue rnay hurt her brother. The police have been involved with a ment  incident at their 

home. The incident aggravated Cheryl's feu  in that Sue was babysitting Brian, mom went to Bingo, 

the police were called by neighbors who were alarmed with the noise level of the home, the 

argument and shouting spilled out into the sueet. CheryI does not trust Sue to babysit anyrnore. 

Cheryi's solution to the babysitting situation is that she plans to ask Doug to babysit Brian in the 

future, either at his home or hers. 

Morn stated that when Brian misbehaves and she applies consequences, Brian wiil go inio 

her room to phone his father to cornplain. Brian States to his father that he is being unfairly 

punished. Cheryl feels that Brian shouldn't be calling his father when she is applying a 

consequence, because dad tends to overreact and agrees with Brian. Dad refuses to believe that 

Brian misbehaves, he views Brian as a"good" kid because Brian doesn't exhibit any misbehavior 

when dad is present. CheryI describes the situation, telling her side of the story to Doug. On these 

occasions Doug tells her she does not know how to be a parent. 

Doug has indicated to Cheryl ihat he blarnes Sue for their separation. Doug believes that Sue 

has always been against hirn and that rnom listens to Sue's cornplaints in regard to Doug. He M e r  

stated chat Cheryl takes her daughter's side. Sue has for many years, advised Cheryl to leave her 

stepfather and Doug is well aware of his stepdaugliter's opinion of him. Sue's negative opinion is 

based on Doug's constant and consistent emotionally abusive put down of both rnom, daughter and 

women in general. 

Structural Assessrnent 

The rnother and children of the Hale family are enmeshed (Minuchin 1974) and have diffuse 

boundaries. This is experienced in the emotional closeness of mom with both of the chikiren. Cheryl 
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has stated that she feels especially close to her daughter because she is CheryI's firstborn. Cheryl 

has further stated that Brian cornpetes for rnom's attention with hs older sister. Although the family 

is ernrneshed, the closeness is between rnother and daughter and mother and son. The closeness is 

not inclusive of mother, Sue and Brian but separated into dyads of doseness. The children are 

argurnentative and have sparing matches on an everyday basis, where mom is placed in a position 
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to choose between her children Cheryl avoids choosing one child over the other. Both children 

continue to compete for their mother's affection. Cheryl' strong coalition with Sue against Doug 

and Brian is evident in Sue's negative opinions of Doug and Brian. 

The Hale family has a hiemhical structure which is defined as a single parent family with 

a pcripheral father. The effect of a peripheral father is viewed as a negative because the behavior 

of the father continues to be verbaIly abusive to mom and the children. Cheryl, and her children, 

Brian and Sue Live in one househoId, while father lives in a separate residence. 

Mom does attempt to apply age-related consequences to her children for swearing and 

fighting. which she views as inappropriate behaviour. She has punded  Sue for staying out p s t  her 

curfew. However, CheryI has difficulty in carrying through with the grounding because she prefers 

to go to Bingo on weekend nights and wiil release Sue fiom her grounding, 

Father is disengaged from the family unit. Doug is absent h m  the home and when he does 

become invoIved it is in a peripheral parenting d e ,  which includes the view that he is the better 

parent. The absentee parent oflen express this opinion concerning the lack ofability of the primary 

caregiver. Dad does not agree with Cheryl's discipline of his son, He does not appear to have any 

involvement with the discipIine of Sue, but he does express his opinion of ber behaviour. He does 

not however, offer any options or engage in [aoking at sotutions to the present situation in regard 



to Sue m i n g  fiom home. When he does visit Brian, there is a dysfunctional emotional abuse issue 

bettveen mom and dad during these visits. Cheryl believes that the reason for Doug's visits is only 

to continue the pattern of emotional abuse of both Cheryl and Sue, which existed while the family 

was intact. When Doug visits the farnily, his focus is primarily on what Cheryl has done wrong, he 

promptly states his opinion that she is punishing his son too harshly. Doug uses blaming language 

reçarding Cheryl's parenting activities. Dad states his view to the children that Cheryl is a "bad" 

parent. 

Mom's attempts to discipline Brian, but she is consistently sabotaged by dad, who does not 

make any attempt to understand the complete story. Dad reacts to the complaint and description of 

the events, which are described by son, Brian. A sequence of behavior develops when Brian phones 

his dad. directly after being given a consequence by mom afler some action of misbehavior by Brian. 

Dad will then tell his son and will also tell rnom that she is too harsh with Brian. Cheryl is told by 

dad and takes on the thought, that she is the bad parent and that her parenting is inappropriate. The 

situation is such that even though mom and the children have relocaied to a separate residence, Doug 

continues to be involved in a peripheral parenting role. However, dad appears to continue to be a 

resident with the family, as a result of his opinion of mom's attempts to provide boundaries to her 

son's behavior. 

"There are mmy phases in a family's own natural evolution that require the 
negotiation of new family mies. New subsystems rnust appear and new lines of 
differentiation must be drawn. In this process, conflicts inevitably arise. Ideaily, the 
conflicts will be resolved by negotiations of transition, and the family will adapt 
successfùlly. These conflicts offer an opportunity for growth by ail family members. 
However, if such conflicts are not resolved, the transitional problems may give rise 

to further problems" (Minuchin, 1974, p.63) 
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The family has experienced a change in family composition when mom moved away from 

the father. Cheryl made the decision to move away from her ex-spouse based on regular and 

derneaning verbal abuse by Doug. However, the family continues to h c t i o n  as though dad is still 

in the home. The Hale family is attempting to adapt to the separation of the parents. This 

transitional developmental stage has not been adequately completed. The family remains in a state 

of flux and confusion regarding parental roles. The confusion is defined by the father's inclusion 

in disciplining of Brian. 

The boundaries are diffuse in this family. Although the farnily has moved from the father's 

house, Doug continues to be included in the discipline functions. However, the flow of information 

does not travel directly from one parent to the other. Information flow is diverted or detoured 

through the son. The story of misbehavior is given by the son who will put a more positive slant 10 

his description of his part in the event. Mom then bears the burdrn of k i n g  told by dad that she is 

not an adequate parent, that she doesn't know what she is doing. She is then berated and put dom 

through the father's shaming, blarning language. Mom continues to hear the voice of ihe accuser, 

the voice of her oppressor within the relationship, which basically is saying and repeating the sarne 

words he used in their mamage. As stated by Kerr (1988) "The higher the level of chronic anxiety 

in a relationship system, the greater strain on people's adaptive capabilities. A person's adaptiveness 

has been exceeded when the intensity of his anxious response to stress impairs his own functioning 

or the functioning of those with whom he is emotionally connected" (Kerr, p.47). The mom has 

continued to be emotionally 3 part of the maniage although she has changed residence. She has not 

separated from her husband emotionaily, as she is replicating the marriage situation, via the 

telephone. Mom has not adapted to the changes in her situation. Morn does appear to be capable 
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of dealing with her son's behavior in an appropriate manner. Cheryl appears to be responding to the 

chronic anxiety, which continues to be at the same level of stress which was present in the maniage. 

During the marriage Doug was in control of the household. Doug had established and maintained 

control over discipline. However, the son was not given consequences to inappropriate behavior by 

his father. The main disciplining strategy used by Doug was fear. According to mom, Doug yelled 

at the children and that was al1 that was needed when dad lived with the family. Morn has been quite 

comfortable to abdicate her parental role to the father. However, because of the change of family 

composition. dad is not considered to be a part of the family unit. The concem for mom at this time 

is that she feels she cannot maintain any from of discipline of her children on her own. 

Goal of Therapy 

Cheryl is aware of the need for discipline and the need for boundaries within the family. 

However, the father is an absent faîher who holds the belief that he is able to buy his son's affection 

at this time by being "soft" as a parent, Morn makes the iules, determines and carries out 

consequences. Morn also gives direction in the everyday lives of the children. Further to this, mom 

makes al1 major decisions. The goal of therapy is to establish emotional and responsibility 

boundaries within the famiIy. 

Morn is defining the family as including, Brian, Morn and Sue. Cheryl is excluding the 

father in her definition of the family. However, she continues to indude father in the responsibility 

boundaries of the family with respect to the discipline role within the family. The boundaries within 

this single parent family include morn, Brian and Sue. Morn is experiencing some difficulty in 

integrating the new family composition into her definition of family. 

As a goal of therapy, mom will need to take back her parenting function within her family. 
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Every move on her part to adapt to the new family composition will be counterproductive because 

of the intrusion of the former spouse. Although Cheryl States that discipline and control of the farnily 

situation is needed, there is a requirement that the family transition further, in becoming a single 

parent family. In addition the capabilities of Cheryl as the single parent mom need to be explored 

and honored by Cheryl. 

StructuraVStrutegic Interventions 

The triangulation exhibited within the Hale family is between Cheryl, son Brian and her ex- 

spouse Doug. A second triangulation is between Cheryl, her daughter Sue and her son, Brian. There 

is a third triangulation existing which is the triangulation between Cheryl, Sue and Sue's stepfather 

Doug. These triangulations represent a multitude of unhealthy alignments. These include Cheryl 

against Doug; Doug with each of the children against Cheryl; Cheryl with each of the children 

against the father. Cheryi's alignments are pivotal in al1 the relationships in the family. 

The connections between Cheryl and her ex-spouse are based in conflict. M i l e  the 

connection between Cheryl and her son Brian is conflictual it is also overinvolved. This is the 

ciassic exarnple of the overinvolved parent-child dyad with the peripheral parent. A Structural 

famiIy therapy view of the dyad within the family system is expressed by Minuchin (1974) "the 

famiIy system differentiates and carries out its fùnctions through subsystems. Individuals are 

subsystems within a farnily. Dyads such as husband-wife or mother-child can be subsystems" (p. 

52). 

Cheryl's definition of herself is as a parent and a protector of her children. This couid be 

viewed as a result of the verbal abuse, perpetrated by Doug, experienced by the children and Cheryl. 

Cheryl has stated that she sees the entire family, her children and herself as being victims of Doug 
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and his controlling behavior. As a result of her protectiveness and her feelings of love of her 

children, Cheryl has stated that her initial decision to leave her husband was the correct one. 

The breakthrough point for Cheryl was in a later session where she spoke about the verbal 

abuse by Doug. A primary decision point for Cheryl was when her anger with Doug's verbal abuse 

was reinforced in her sphere of emotion, within herself; where she felt the reinvolvement of the 

feelings associated with the verbal abuse. This was created as a result of describing an event whereby 

she assisted a friend in an attempt to provide information in understanding the fiend's present 

abusive situation. Cheryl was jolted into her own reality by her own remarks regarding the impact 

of verbal abuse on children, Cheryl stated she could cleacly see how her fnend's family was 

negatively impacted by verbal abuse by the father of that household. Based on Strategic therapy 

interventions, the therapist highlighted and validated her initiai reasons for leaving her ex-husband. 

The therapist then introduced the discussion in regard to how she arcived at her decision. These 

strategies are initiated by the therapist to promote growth for Cheryl. At that point, Cheryl 

reaffirmed the decision to leave Doug, and her primary reason for leaving him was that she would 

not subject her children to any kind of abuse. She appeared to change in lier position in her chair, 

in that she sat upright, her eyes brimmed with tears, and she appeared to motivate herseIf and 

become more animated in our continuing discussion regarding the impact of abuse on children. The 

therapist provided information regarding these impacts and Cheryl was very involved with this 

discussion, citing instances in her marriage where the verbal abuse was overwhelming. Cheryl 

reiterated the impacts of abuse on her own children; including lack of boundaries, low self esteem, 

the perception of solving problems through physical threat and controlling through fear. 

Cheryl stated that her son, Brian uses the sarne words as his father, includiig teferring to her 
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as his "slave" when he asks her to make hirn a sandwich. Cheryl sîated that Brian idolized his father 

and Cheryl is concemed that her son cannot recognize and does not know his father's behavior is not 

respectful or the correct way to treat peopie who he says he cares about. Cheryl became very 

impassioned and she has resolved to stand up for her son to heip him not to tum out like his father. 

S he recognizes that Doug has modelled an example of a verbally abusive man for their young son. 

Ctieryl stated that she did not want her children to continue to believe that they could solve problems 

through the use of conuol and fear. She stated that she could see a better, healthier world for them, 

if she could resolve to change sorne behavior of her own. She resolved at that time, to leam to 

communicate in a positive healthy manner with her children. She resolved to place boundaries and 

niles within her household which would be based on respect, safety .and nurturance for her children. 

She further resolved that she would teach her children that there are consequences as a result of not 

following rules, at home and in the larger society. She reitented her comment that children cannot 

leam how to interact within their family or within society if they are ruled by fear and control. 

Cheryl had created a new vision of herself as a teacher of a healthier communication style within her 

family system. 

During the ending session, CheryI stated she has begun to set some restrictions regarding 

Doug's visits to her home. She has told him to leave her home on at least two occasions when he 

was not respectful of her. When Bnan asked his mother why she kicked his dad out of the house, she 

told him that dad was not respectfid and further explained in an affming way how people talk to 

people they care for. Brian appeared to understand her explmation and did not repeat the question 

"why" when she told his dad to leave during a second incident. 

Cheryl has decided to speak with Doug every time Brian misbehaves. She plans to do so at 
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her home, while Brian is present. Cheryl has accomplished this on three occasions in the past week. 

Brian was initially surprised that his rnoiher and father were discussing his behavior so openly, 

without shouting and without his father blaming his mother. Cheryl has decided to continue this 

manner of dealing with any misbehavior or perceived defiance on Brian's part. She believes that 

open communication is healthier for Bnan. Cheryl also believes that open communication will 

curtail the aspect of Brian using one parent against the 0 t h .  Cheryl's coalition with her ex-husband 

in regard to a CO-parenting function has the potential of becoming a positive olltcorne for the Hale 

family. 

The therapist has encouraged Cheryl's cornmon sense approach to parenting. As a Strategic 

move. the thempist has presented a reframe for Cheryl. This refrarne is the encouragement presented 

to Cheryl to view herself as an intelligent, intuitive, responsible, competent parent as in reality this 

is how she deals with her farnily interaction and behavior. 

Impact of Low Income Status 

Cheryl is a single parent mother of two children who is financially supported by provincial 

social assistance benefits. Cheryl has experienced difficult times especially in the area of providing 

birthday parties for her children. She plans her food shopping and is a creative cook in order to 

stretch her budget until month end. CheryI States that she usually does manage to budget frugally, 

She states she does become stressed by money worries around Christmas season when she needs 

to be especially careful that food and necessities are provided for. At this time, her mother will buy 

presents for the children. She relies on her mother to provide some assistance, but Cheryl states her 

mother does not have any extra as she lives on a widow's pension. 

Cheryl has refused to request financial assistance fiom her ex-husband because she feels that 
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since she lives in a separate residence she should be providing for her family. However, near the 

ending of therapy, Cheryl has recognized her anger at Doug for not helping her support his son. 

According to Cheryl, Doug parties every week from Friday to Sunday. She has stated that Doug has 

the money to spend on aicohol and drugs, therefore he should have sorne responsibility for providing 

some financial support for Brian.. Cheryl is beginning to reconsider her original decision, and plans 

to request financial assistance from Doug. 

Evaluation: Fam 111 

Table 2:4 

Subscale 

Overall Rating 

Task Accomplishment 

Role Performance 

Communication 

Affective Expression 

Involvement 

Control 

Values & Noms 

Social Desirability 

Defensiveness 

Mean=50:SD=10 

Pre 

62 

65 

60 

70 

64 

60 

5 5 

65 

32 

3 2 

Post 

53 

48 

66 

54 

43 

60 

55 

5 O 

42 

3 6 

Cheryl's pre test overall rating was 62, which reflects farnily dysfùnction and is reflected in 

Cheiyl's description of her family as a family in conflict, Cheryl stated that she is experiencing 
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conflict with her daughter, her son and her ex-husband. Cheryl's pre test score for four of seven 

subscales were within the problern range. These four subscales are task accomplishrnent, 

communication. affective expression and values and noms. (See Profile 2:3, Appendix A) 

The overall rating for post test is 53, which falls close to midpoint suggesting only minor 

difficulties. Post test scores indicate that six of the seven subscales are within the average range 

which includes: task accomplistunent, communication, affective expression, involvement, control 

values and norms. One subscale, role performance is within the family problem location. The post 

test scale (See Profile 3:3, Appendix A) indicates that problem resolution has occurred for Cheryl 

in five subscale areas, as the subscale control was in the average range at pre test. 

Cheryl's pre test score for the subscale designated as task accornplishment was 65, which 

reflected a lower end of the problem area. The post test score was 48, which indicated an average 

range. These scores reflected rnovernent out of the problem area. As indicated by Skinner and 

Steinhauer ( 1 983) task accomplishment hc t ions  include "allowing for the continued devetopment 

of al1 family members, providing reasonable security, ensuring sufficient cohesion to rnaintain the 

family as a unii, and functioning effectively as a part of society" (p.93). Cheryl has continued to 

develop as a parent, and protector or her children. At the breakthrough point, Cheryl visibly and 

emotionally became unstuck in tems of her own development. She reaffirmed her reasons for living 

as a single parent, and she validated her own decision. Cheryl was able to plan for further positive 

change for the family in the future. She revisited her decision to leave her ex-husband and restated 

her belief that it was the correct decision. CheryI knows that she is able to provide a safe home for 

her chiIdren. At her decision point, Cheryl was reminded of why she moved fiom her ex-husband's 

home. The reasoning behind the move was still valid. Cheryl is cognizant that she is in a position 
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to provide security, safety and protection for her children. She only needed to remind herself of this 

and she has since taken some action to ensure that she maintains restrictions on her ex-husband and 

his control of the family through fear. 

The Hale farnily has more opportunity to move from a dysfunctional farnily system to a 

healthier farnily system. This is a resdt of mom's renewed comrnitrnent to ensure that her children 

are not influenced by fear and control by their father in their own home. This family is moving into 

rhe direction of cohesion as a farnily unit based on Cheryl's recent actions which maintain open 

communication. clear boundaries and a identifiable and stable family structure. This stable family 

structure of a single parent family has been recognized by Cheryl and she has begun to change her 

thinking in regard to honouring her affirming decision in reclaiming her position in regard to 

parental executive functioning in this single parent family system. 

Cheryl's pre test score in the subscale of communication was 70, which indicated a problem 

area for communication. The post test score was 54. These scores indicated that this subscale h a  

shown improvement from the problem area to the average range. 

The goal of communication is mutual understanding in that the message received is the sarne 

one as the message which was given. Cheryl has been remiss since her separation from Doug, in that 

she did not give him clear messages. She aiiowed him to intrude in the fimctions of her single parent 

family. Since she did not give him the cIear message that discipline was now her function, Doug 

was under the mistaken assumption that his function as disciplinarian was still needed and he 

continued to function in the same fashion as he did when the couple were manied. It is evident that 

Cheryl did not know how to be a single parent and that she possibly did not have the confidence to 

function as a disciplinarian. She appeared to give permission to Doug to continue in that role. 
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Through her actions and also through her non action, she abdicated her parenting executive 

functioning to her ex-husband. However, Cheryl, literally woke up to the fact that she was allowing 

her ex-husband to continue on in the same role as when they were living together as an intact family. 

Cheryl recognized that she could participate in a more proactive manner to establish her h c t i o n  

regarding discipline in her single parent family. Added to this renewal of her function, she stated 

that she could probably be more effective in this parental Function than Doug has been. Her belief 

in her capabilities stem from her internalized understanding that rules and consequences will teach 

her children how to better interact in the îàmily context and further into the social and school 

context, in a more effective way than Doug's yelling and controlling manner. When Cheryl became 

more clear and more direct in restricting b u g ' s  involvement with the family, communication within 

the family system improved and moved to a more open kind of communication for the family. 

The area of affective expression indicates a pre test of64, which is within the problem area. 

The post test score for this subscale is 43, which is within the average range. This reflects 

improvement in the area of affective expression for Cheryl Hale. 

Affective expression may block or encourage facets of task accomplishment and efficient 

role integration. Some critical aspects of affective expression are, the content, intensity and timing 

of feelings which are involved in communication. Stress could have a negative impact on affective 

communication. Cheryl was under considerable stress as a single parent, and as a part of a family 

in transition. She was sometimes unable to identiQ her feelings, as a result of confllsion associated 

\vith the transition from a nuclear family to a single parent family. Cheryl had not completed the 

transition to the new farnily definition of single parent f d y  and therefore the required role 

integration was not yet complete. A year after separation fiom her husband, Cheryl has not yet 
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completed the process of integration to her new role because she could not connect with the fact of 

the redefined composition of the family unit. Cheryl had not yet emotionally separated fiom her 

husband. As a consequence of the incomplete role integration, Cheryl's executive functioning 

regarding task accomplishment was not clear to her. Cheryl was aware that she felt angry when 

Doug was intrusive in the functioning of the family unit. However, she did not know how to take 

action. because she still believed that Doug was better at keeping the children in control than she 

was. Cheryi's decision point to begin to make positive changes within her family involved her 

revisiting her original decision to leave Doug , recognizing that she had made this decision for al1 

the right reasons, which included protection of her children. Cheryl reconfinned her decision and 

began to view the possibility of positive changes occurring for her farnily. This possible new 

positive direction for the family was to include Cheryl's reclamation of her parental executive 

functioning rolc. which included discipline, clear boundaries and open cnmmunication. 

The area of Values and Noms indicated a pre test score of 65. However, the p s t  test score 

for this subscale was determined to be 50. The pre test score reflected that values and norms were 

in the problem area having a score of over 60. The post test score reflected a move to a healthier 

area of functioning, within the average range. 

As a fiinction of norms and values, the farnily rules are becoming explicit. In her marriage, 

Cheryl had indicated the family had implicit rules. However, as she begins to recognize her 

responsibility as a parent to educate and inform her children, she is more open to cornrnunicate to 

them the reasons why rules are implemented, and she is more readily available to discuss the 

necessity for family rules. Cheryl has indicated that she feels more cornfortable in her relationship 

with her children to continually explain, express thoughts, and describe and inforni as much as 
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possible. 

An element of noms and values which is of importance to Cheryl as a rnother is for her 

children to be allowed to deveiop autonomy, with direction from her. She is open to her daughter 

Sue developing her own attitudes and behavior. However, Cheryl is aware that Sue will require 

some direction and supervision from mom. The concern at this lime is Sue's ninning and the 

possibility of this behavior becoming unsafe, and the potential for Sue to be taken advantage of. 

Cheryl's clcar improvement in the area of noms and values are demonstrated in her move 

toward more open and clear communication with her children. This includes the awareness of her 

overinvolvement with her children and her recognition of their need for independence, with some 

direction from her until they have reached a developrnental stage where they will no longer require 

hcr direction 
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CHAPTER FOUR - Themes of Clinicat Practice 

Low income farnilies have been the central aspect of my practice experience during 

practicum. The families who were seen in therapy were al1 within the definition of low income. 

This includes the Hale and Philips family who were on social assistance, and the father of the Strong 

tàmily who is a student with a part time job with added assistance from his family on a monthly 

basis. These farnilies experienced similar problems within their families. These themes of practice 

were identified as isolation, family life transition, triangulation and parental executive functioning. 

Isolation in Low lncome Families 

A prirnary theme which was evident in al1 family cases was isolation. Low income families 

as described by Aponte (1976), have a unique position within society in that these families are 

escluded and powerless. "Families who are poor, and therefore ofien powerless, friendless, and 

escluded from the vital operations of society" (p. 448). The farnilies were different in composition. 

Two were previously middle income families, one famity having owned her own home, one farnily 

having a two-income productive lifestyle. The isolation theme piayed itself out in varying ways for 

each family. 

One of the prirnary concerns regarding social isolation within a family is that the relationship 

between the parent and child is hampered. As stated by Garbarino (1952) "Social isolation can be 

a serious threat to adequacy in the parent-child relationship because those indirect links to resources 

are lacking. Like their parent, children need the skills, support and opportunities necessary to 

participate in the social environment" (p. 139). 

The Strong Farnily exhibited isolation when the father isolated himself to accomplish his 

witing, or to complete tasks within the home. The father is isolated in his work and study scheddes. 
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He is a student who is the self described house husband, responsible for cooking and cleaning, who 

has stated he enjoys household tasks. He also enjoys the stay at home role, providing consistency 

and support for his children. 

The mother in the Philips farnity isolated herself in that her only social contact was her 

mother. There are no other Fnends or acquaintances. Linda's only contact with aduits, other than 

her mother, was when she spoke with the teachers at her son's school with regard to Lewis' behavior 

at school. As stated by Garbarino (1982), if the parent is lacking the opportunities for linkages ta 

resources, the children will also be deficient in social interaction with their parents as well in school, 

recreational activities and al1 spheres of their lives. "Social isolation c m  be a serious threat to 

adequacy in the parent-child relationship because those indirect links to resources are lacking. Like 

their parents, children need the skills, support and opportunities necessary to participate in the social 

environment." (p. 139). This is a concem regarding the Philips family, as identified by Linda 

Philips. 

Isolation within the Hale family was evident when mother, Cheryl, isolated herself when she 

would draw the cunains and lie on the couch. She would shut out the outside world. Cheryl 

complained of migraine headaches which would be alleviated only when she blocked out light. 

However, Cheryl would also dntv the curtains when she was tired, or when she experienced "baci" 

days. These bad days, as identified by Cheryl, multed h m  ai argument with family members such 

as her ex husband Doug or the children. 

Family Life Transitions 

Stmctural and Strategic Family Therapies both take life transitions into consideration. The 

three families as described in the case studies of this report were al1 stmggling to adjust to life 
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transitions within their families. 

The Strong family was attempting to adjust and cope with two life transitions. The first area 

being that of a blended family. This blended family situation was M e r  complicated for the 

children in that the father's new partner was a fiiend of their mother, Jill. 

Secondly, daughter Beth was beginning the stages of adolescence. She was begiming the 

changes from daddy's little girl to becoming an autonomous individual. The father was feeling 

somewhat conhsed by this change, he was unclear of possible new boundaries which were required 

for this stage of development. However, David felt that he should not be taking any notice of 

changes which were occurring with his daughter, as he stated this teenage time of Beth's life will 

"run its course," with the hope that if he doesn't do anything Beth's behavior will revert back to what 

it was in the past. Beth's behavior in the past was predictable and generally passive. Information 

regarding adolescent development was shared with David to assist him to understand that this stage 

of his daughter's life required adjustment by the parent 

Triangulation 

Communication and interaction within families are triangular in nature. The Strong, Philips 

and HaIe families experienced areas of triangulation which were not effective. Triangulation within 

the fmily can be reflective of a third person k i n g  drawn in when two people are in disagreement. 

The Strong family was triangulated in a few ways, with one of these triangles being David, 

daughter Beth and his ex-wife Jill. This triangulation served a purpose to pass on negative messages 

tiorn Jill to David and From David to Jill (the divorced parents). Even though David had indicated 

that Jill alone was the sender of negative messages through the children, he beçame aware of his own 

use of the children to send threatening messages to Jill. Another area of triangulation was with 
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David, Beth and Jemy. Beth became caught up in making negative comments toward Jenny, which 

Jenny and David did not know how to deal with. The third triangulation was between David, Beth 

and Joe. David provided activities for his children, however he stated he always made allowances 

for J e ~ y ' s  son Gerry, in that David would invite him. However Jenny and Gerry would make their 

own pIans in an effort to allow David and his children time together. 

The Philips family ûiangulation was taking place between Mom, Lewis and the grandrnother. 

Mom depended on the grandmother to help her financially with Lewis needs. The Grandmother 

also treated Linda and Lewis to rneals at McDonalds, which were extras that Linda could not fiord. 

Morn also relied on her rnother to provide gifis for Lewis on birthdays, Easter and Christmas. One 

other triangle which occurred was between Mom, the therapist and Lewis. Mom would threaten 

Lewis that she would tell Gwen when he was misbehaving Linda stated that Lewis told her several 

times not to tell. creating a fearfulness for her son that someone else would know of times when he 

misbehaved. The therapist cautioned Linda not to use the thenpist as a threat to her son. There was 

a danger then in that Linda's scheduled session times would become threatening times for Lewis. 

The Hale family was triangulated in similar ways as the other two families. The primary 

triangulation was between Mom, ex-husband Doug and their son Brian. This triangulation was one 

of negative communication in that when morn placed consequences on her son. He woulc 

immediately phone his father to, in effect, report on mom. This reporting would begin a circulatory 

interaction which would be a domino effect for the three people involved. Brian would misbehave, 

mom would place an appropriate consequence, the son would telephone dad, and dad would berate 

mom for being a terrible parent. Mom took some action in remedying this situation in that she 

locked her phone in her bedroom. The consequence for misbehaviour was adhered to, however with 
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some fmstration fiorn Brian. Mom continued to block Brian's access to the telephone and he began 

to accept the responsibility for his own actions. 

Parental Executive Functioning 

There appeared to be a commonality among the farnily cases in that parental executive 

functioning was a factor in al1 families described. The parents in varying degrees in effect, have 

abdicated their responsibility for parenting their children. The areas of rules, boundmies, discipline, 

clear directives and empowerrnent of their children were lacking in these families. 

The father of the Strong farnily lacked a directive approach regarding the 12 year old 

daughter Beth. The father appeared confused, in that he stated what happened to his littte girl. He 

was more concerned that he had lost his little girl, than concerned for the fact that she was creating 

the ernotional boundaries within the home. Beth was allowed to make negative statements to Jemy 

without being told that she was being disrespectful. Dad allowed Beth to create an uncornfortable 

atmosphere for dad and Jemy, resulting in tension within the home. When the therapist questioned 

him reçarding who was the parent, with a statement that "if he did not parent his daughter, who 

wiII?', this forced David to look at his own parenting role. He decided to becorne more proactive 

regarding the increasingly negative rernarks which Beth was making to Jenny. David reponed 

during our ending session that he is more enlightened regarding his parental duties. He is now aware 

that he is the parent, that he should be taking care of situations as they arise. He has taken action to 

take back his parental executive fünctioning role as parent to his children. David also has a 

cornmitment to knowing more about his daughter and keep the lines of communication open. 

The PhiIips farnily was a situation whereby the mother had allowed her son to becorne the 

parent of the family. Lewis directed the parent in that he set his own bedtime, decided what 
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television programs he would watch and told morn what to do. There was no clear parental 

direction, mom was so concerned with ailowing Lewis to express himself that she was not aware of 

the potential damage she was inflicting on her son. In addition, Lewis was drawn into his mother's 

adult world when morn included him in financial concems and other adult conversations. It is 

signiticant chat in the ending session Morn stated that Lewis is not a grown up. He is not to be 

treated like an adult or that adult concerns should not be discussed with him. Mom began to take 

back her role as parent, therefore to effective reclaim her parental executive functioning role. 

The Hale farnily lacked parental executive functioning in that even though Cheryl was 

separated from her husband, she allowed him to become intrusive to the family and to pcovide 

discipline within the family. Doug displaced her as the executive functioning parent. Cheryl had 

stated in the initial session that her ex-husband Doug could deal bener with the children when they 

misbehaved. She was not adjusting to the reconfigwed family composition in that she continued to 

allow Doug to be the disciplinarian which resulted in her weakened position in regard to executive 

parental functioning. Cheryl allowed Doug to continue to weaken her b c t i o n  as a parent further 

by accepting his criticism of her in that he consistently stated she was an ineffective parent to her 

children. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - Summary and Conclusions 

The practicurn experience at New Directions for Children, Youth and Families was for the 

most part. a positive one The workers within the agency were unfailingly helpful and respectfui. 

The Family Therapy department of New Directions disphyed a wonderhl spirit of co-operation 

and support for students. 

As a place of learning, the agency provided well situated and well rnaintained facilities, such 

as session rooms, observation rooms, cameras and equipment for taping. The equipment was always 

in good working order, with extra video tapes on hand to take into account any lapses in memory 

in those instances when the student rnay have forgotten to provide a video tape for a session. Session 

rooms were readily available for student use. 

The Family Therapy Program was organized and rnaintained with humour and offered an air 

of tranquillity by the capable, efficient, administrative support worker Marge Ritchie. Thanks to 

Marge and her commitrnent to the smooth operation of the Farnily Therapy Program in the many 

efforts she puts forth to students. staff and families. 

The practicum was well organized as a resuIt of the co-operative efforts of workers, 

supervisors and staff within New Directions, Farnily Therapy Program, The problem which did arise 

during the practicum was one which was completely unforeseen and unexpected. 

The writer believes there may have been incidents of a reversal of bias, that is bias from the 

client to the therapist. The writer is an Aboriginal woman of Cree descent and there is a perception 

by the witer that the clientele of New Directions appeared to be somewhat surprised that an 

Aboriginal woman would be providing service to families. Although there are other visible 

minorities providing service to families, being Aboriginal within the agency, and especially within 
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the Farnily Thenpy Program was a unique situation in that the writer was the first Aboriginal woman 

to plan a clinical focus practicum within the Family Therapy Program at New Directions 

The agency is presently undertaking io educate al1 M t o w a r d  a cultural competency base. 

These are exciting times for the New Directions for Children, Youth and Farnilies agency in that 

they are beginning to solidify a perspective in providing service to Aboriginal clients. The Family 

Therapy Program has exhibited a respect for clients c o i n g  into the agency. There is belief by the 

witer that this respecthl work with farnilies will continue within the Farnily Therapy Program and 

within the agency. 

Evaluation of the Experience 

The practicurn fulfilled prirnary learning goals as stated at the begiming of this practicwn 

report. The primary learning goal was accomplished in that Structurai and Strategic therapies were 

successfully applied and integrated. This integration was occurririg through the stages of assessment, 

recognition of goals of therapy and the intervention phases of therapy. 

In addition, the supervision of practicum was accomplished with a view to completion 

through case discussion with clear, directive feedback from the supervisor of practicum. The 

theoretical discussions, with references to current literature for practice was idonnative and relevant 

to practice. 

As a part of working with farnilies, the writer also became aware of how the use of 

confrontation within sessions can be gauged and applied without a threat to the family or the 

therapist relationship. There was an identification of a renewed belief in confrontation as healing, 

rather than confrontation as only conflictual. There were two occasions within practicum where this 

proved to be true. 
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The first instance was when the time was opportune to confront David in his perception of 

how a parent accomplishes the goals of parenting. This was his turning point and decision point to 

become father as teacher for his children. The second occasion intervened with Linda to confront 

her with the statement that she is responsibie for changing her own behavior in order to facilitate a 

change in her son. She came to New Directions expecting the counsellor to fi% her son. She hung 

on to this perception until near the end therapy. in the ending session she internalized the notion of 

parental responsibility and executive functioning. 

During the practicum, this counseilor experienced a transition of my way of thinking in 

regard to positive change within families. This practicum was an oppominity to transition from a 

supportive function as a counseIIor to becoming an active agent of change as a counsellor. In the 

many discussions with the practicum supervisor, especially at the beginning of practicum, ihere was 

some difficulty experienced in letting go of the notion of a self defined function as a supportive 

counsellor. Several rnonths inio the practicum the recognition dawned on me that was evolving 

toward a positive, life affirming agent of change. The awareness came ever so precipitously that 1 

was in a more knowledgeable position to facilitate and guide families to accompIish their self- 

identified need for change within their families. Also, to incorporate into my way of thinking the 

vision in which portions ofthe theory, technique and interventions of Structural and Strategic family 

therapy have the potential to be blended with Aboriginal heating suategies of txaditional time could 

be my vehicle to accomplish this sometimes iIlusive task, 

During p s t  work expenence 1 had a belief that 1 was a helper to my peopk, the Aboriginal 

people. However, upon reflection, there was definitely an element of effective helpiag, not a 

cornpiete. integration of understanding how this assistance could effectively produce a positive 
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journey toward natural evolution of the reclarnation of strength within families. Although, 1 could 

acknowledge that 1 did accomplish respectful, effective, positive change within families as an 

Aboriginal social worker and 1 held a belief of becoming an agent of positive, life affining change. 

However, as a result of practicum, there now exists a vision of what my future as helper 

possibly could be and a possibility of how this could be accomplished. The practicum at New 

Directions and the work toward integration of Structural and Strategic Family Therapy has provided 

the writer with a direction that may inçlude the possibility the Structural and Strategic Family 

Therapy becoming further integrated into Aboriginal focus practice. 

The following two examples will describe a few of the ways of thinking which were offered 

by Structural and Strategic therapy as strategies which the writer feels should be highlighted to 

incorporate into practice with families. 

The first aspect is the idea of sequences of behavior, which has evolved fiom the structural 

approach. but which also c m  be seen in the Strategic Problem Solving method. These two ideas 

were considered for various reasons. The first element, sequence of behavior is a very common 

sense way of thinking. The second aspect, which is joining, was identified because it is also a 

common element of most therapy interventions. The writer is highlighting joining because joining 

is critical to accornplish and essentiai to ail work with families. 

The notion of viewing circularity in defining repetitive sequences of behavior has revisited 

the idea of life as a circle, and as a repeating circle, as defined a sequence of behavior. However, 

after defining the repetitive sequences of behavior there is the added dimension of knowing where 

to designate the area on the circle where the point of intervention will begin. 

Behavior is not only a cause and effect happening, there are also the sequential patterns 
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which need to be explored. In knowing the sequence of behavior, the therapist will then be aware 

of the most effective point to intervene which will begin change for the farnily system. 

Upon entering into therapy, the farnily has an expectation and rightfdly so , that the therapist 

will be providing effective information , opportunities and direction toward change of dysfwictional 

behavior. According to Minuchin (1974) "change is seen as occumng through the process of the 

thrapist's affiliation with the family and his cestructuring of the family, in a carefully planned way, 

so as to transform dysfunctional transactional patterns". (p.91) The writer has been aware of the 

importance of establishing a working relationship between the helper and the farnily from the 

beginning of practice with families. Since that beginning, ten years ago, the writer has viewed the 

trust relationship between helper and the family as the major prerequisite to providing effective 

interventions. 

As an aspect of the Structural approach, joining is a significani element. Joining is as 

succinct as the name implies, this function of structural therapy joins the therapist and family. The 

tùnction of the trust relationship carries the therapist throughout the therapy with families. This trust 

rclationship provides a begiming point for the family to believe that interventions will facilitate 

positive change within their farnily . The therapist's life work is to provide relevant , creative, 

effectiv: treatment for farnily with the goal of therapy to guide the family toward a positive outcome 

for the family. 

This is also the basic right of the family. As a counsellor or therapist, the writer has 

rccognized early in practice, that joining is a crucial aspect of every theritpeutic intervention. Joining 

is a basic ingredient to functioning as a therapist and should be undertaken in a respecthi, emphatic, 

open and honorable manner, always keeping in mind that the farnily has the right to be honored, 
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respected and treated on the grounds of equality as a fellow human being. 

Reflections 

The majority of my work experience during the previous ten years as a social worker has 

been with Aboriginal farnilies within the City of Winnipeg. It was a pnvilege to assist and to 

provide rnuch needed front line, counselling interventions to help my own people to begin our 

journey of healing. 

The primary focuses of service to farnilies, involved advocacy toward for retum of 

Aboriginal children apprehended by the mandated Child and Farnily Service agencies within 

Winnipeg and Aboriginal children apprehended by rural andlor Northem Native agencies such as 

Cree Nation Child Caring Agency, Anishinabe Child and Family Services or Awasis Agency. 

Secondary in tenns of service to farnilies, were emotional, affective and instrumental 

supportive services to families. This service included locating resources within the cornrnunity. In 

addition, the service provided support for farnilies involved with the larger system such as the courts, 

schools, and as previously stated those farnilies involved with Child and Family service agencies. 

The primary aspect of the work was to provide a culturally relevant assessment of Aboriginal 

farnilies. In addition to a culturally relevant assessment, there were many opportunities to educate 

and inform the non-Aboriginal professional community of social workers, police, Iawyers, court 

systems and especially the Child and Family Services workers in regard to the positive, Iife aflirming 

way of life of Aboriginal people. 

A significant area of services which were provided to families w a ~  the counselling of 

primarily, single parents. A hi& number of the people requesting service were victims of 

intergenerational sexual, physicai, mental, emotional or institutionai abuse which are consequences 
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of a prolonged history of cultural assimilation attempted by larger systems (church and state) to 

interrupt the lives of Aboriginal people. The impact of abuse affects many areas of everyday 

functioning. Some areas affected by abuse are self perception, parenting functioning, community 

wellness, standards and levels of income. 

A number of the families who required service were low-income families who were 

involved with larger systems. The practicum proposal presented to this committee was based on 

a target population sirnilar to the Aboriginal families to whom services were provided during my ten 

years of service to the urban Aboriginal community which included, but were not exclusive to low 

income families. 
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Profile 2:l: Strong Family Pre-Test Fam III Profile 
Profile 2 2 :  Philips Family Pre-Test Fam III Profile 
Profile 2 5 :  Hale Family Pre-Test Fam III Profile 

Profile 3:l:  Strong Family Post-Test Farn III Profile 
Protile 3 2 :  PhiIips Family Post-Test Fam III Profile 
Profile 3 9 :  Hale Family Post-Test Fam 111 Profite 
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